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ABSTRACT
The Use of Sto ry Readi ng as a Me thod of Improving
Verbal Exp ression of Hea d Start Children
by
Romayne Norris Ste rna d
Utah Sta te Uni ve rsity , 1972

Major Profes sor: Dr. Don C. Ca rte r
Department: Fa mily and Child Development

The purpose of th is experimental study was to conduct and evaluate a
teaching me thod for improving ve rba l expression performance of Head Start
children . The leaching m e lhod of language stimulat ion given the experimental
subjects was ba sed on s tory r eading and r etelling with active participation by the
c hildren in daily small group tutori ng s essions , for seven weeks . An academi c
program gi ven the control s ubJect s included specific vocabulary and sequencing
training.

Verbal expression was mea sured by a n analysis of stories told by each

subject before and after tutoring , in r e sponse to sequence pictures and standup
figures.

Measures of voca bul a ry , sentence struc ture and evi den ce of sequence

were used in the analysis.

The expe r imental language tutored group gained sig-

nificantly from pre- to post tcst m 11 Of 20 verbal eA1Jression criteria . Although
a comparison of group m eans showed the experimental group's performance to
have exceeded that of the contr ol group in 15 criteria , only one vocabulary score
was significantly greate r for th e e)..pe r imental subjects.

It was concluded that

ix

verbal expression skills can be accelerated through training.

The teaching method

based on story reading was recommended for use by Odgen Head Start teachers as
one method of improving verbal exp r ession.

(134 pages)

INTRODUCTION

Statement of Thesis Problem
Nature of the

probl e~

The concept of compensatory education in the fifties and sixties grew out
of the conviction among educators that there is a lack of essential experiences in
the home life of poor children which leads to their inevitable failure in public
school.

Preschool intervention programs were concei ved, now e ncompassed

under Project Head Start. which offered a va ri e ty of approaches from total enrichment to specific aca demic training to remediate t hese deficiencies and to enable
the disadvantaged child to eatch lip with his advantaged peers . It is believed by
some that la nguage deficiency is a major s urce of the pove l'ty child 's failu re to
learn and achi eve in school. Inasmuch as language competency is viewed as a
cognitive tool, improved abilities in the use of language should fac ilitate all ave nues of learnin g. An expressed goal of Project Head Start is to "improve and expanel the child 's mental processes, to enhance his ability to think, reason, and to
speak cle arly . " Further, the most crucial contributing factor to the learning envi r onment for the Head Start child is ve rbal communication (Caldwell, 1968) .
Recent eva luati ons of expenmental programs have brought deficit theory ,
methods of remediation and the1 r underlyi ng assumptions into question. Can the
problems confronting the child of poverty lie in the educators' inability to percei ve the ch ild 's culture and his language as being different rathe r than deficient ?
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Can a child be helped to learn when the values he brings to the classroom are
denigrated? Ts the chilcl of poverty "disadvantaged" by virtue of his family and
social background or by virtue of his reception, management or neglect in the
main culture's proving grounds , the school? While these important theoretical
underpinnings remain in controversy, methods of teaching are being tried and
analyzed to determine effective ways of helping the disadvantaged child improve
his use of standard English .
The present study investtgates one method of teaching , the use of story
reading, in impro ing the verbal expression performance of Hea d Start children.
Improvement is determined by comparing a chi ld 's verbalization with his own
previous performance in response t compara bl e tasks .

The verbal samples thu s

o bta ined may be representati ve of the c hild ' s speech s pecifi c to the given testing
sib.tation. They do not indi ai e optimum performance.
study was conducted on a small scale.

The pres ent experimental

Its value may lie m contributing another

systematic technique in language teachmg for the Head Start teacher , rather than
in adding weight to any one argument m the discussion of ho

best to educate the

disadvantage d child.

1.

To provide an mtensive language stimulation program for the experi -

m ental subjects in a random sample of Ogden Head Start children, which consists
of using:
a . Story reading as th<> language medium,
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b. Active verbal participation by the children,
c.
2.

Daily tutoring sessions with small groups for seven weeks;

To provide a special lea rning program for the control subjects of

the sample, which emphasizes academic skills other than language use;
3.

To measure the verbal expression performance of both experimental

and control subjects on pre- and posttests as determmed by an analysis of:
a.

Individually tape r eco rded stories told by the child in response

to two types of stimuli. sequence pictures and standup figures;
b.

The following spec1f1C components of verbal expression within the

stories:
1)

Total Vocab lary

2\

Vocabulary of llRe

3)

Ve rbal Output

4)

Mean Length Response

5)

Incomplete Sentences

6)

Simple Sentences

7) Compound- complex Sentences
8)

Action Enum eration

9\ Noun Enumeration
10\ Sequenc e C unt,

4.

To compare th e growth m ve rbal expression demonstrated by the ex-

perunental group with that of the cont r ol group, by means of stniiSllcal analysis .
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RE VIEW OF LITERATURE

Defi ning "Disadvantaged"

In discussi ng education for disadvantaged children it is important to
keep in mind th e va rying interpretations of "disa dvantaged " and to make clear
whai popula t ion is being considered.

Educators, psychologists and sociologist s

describe this gr oup in sometimes differing , someti mes overlapping terms .
Defining disadvantaged m te rm s of the social -class characteristics of jobs,
education and housing, s hows some of the social li mitations within which the
low income child func tions.

But gross cha r a cte r istics of s ocial or ethnic group

membe r ship tell us li tile a bou t th e child 's lea rning patterns (Siod lsky and
Lesser , 1967). Sigel and P erry (1968 , p. 122) expr ess the con sensus that the
"culturall d prived" chlldren are

th o~e

from "" mpo erished famil ies , deficient

in l1ngu ' stic , conceptual , social and mot vational r equirem ent s" nece ssary for
succ .ss in th e m iddle-class orienkd school syste m. This definition encapsul es
the list s of deficits noted by r eviewers of r esea rch on the charac teristic s of the
disa dvantaged child (Deutsch , 1967b; 1-iavighurst, 1964; Passow, 1970) . A causal
r elationship is assumed in this v1ew of the effects of the poverty cycle: inadequate
financial r esources in the family lead to a faulty fa mi.ly structure which rest ricts
th e chi ld 's linguistic and intellectual devel opme nt, causi ng poo r academic a chievement, from which stem underemployment a nd anothe r gene ration o f low income .
W1 Iia m s (1970) asks whether economic disadvantage inevitably creates cultura l
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disad antage.

May investigators in fact be talking about a culture put at a dis-

advantage rather than an mherently disadvantaged culture? Gordon (1965) in a re view of descriptive research concerning the socially disadvantaged child points out
that these characteristics are invariably stated in terms of their deviance from
middle - class white norms . Whereas the behavio r and conditions of social disadvantage might give educators information on which to base appropriate learning
experiences, the characteristics of social disadvantage instead are presented as
negati es to be overcome. Gordon (p. 385) objects further that "there is probably
no typical socially disadvantaged child". but a vanety of children with varying sets
of attributes . Stgel and Perry (1968) caution against labeling the disadvantaged as
if they made up a homogeneous group.

Their research revealed that variabil ity of

performance marks the test beha.vi r of dJsadvantaged children.

The myths and

assu mptions m vogue c ncermng ihe "c 1lture of po erty" are discussed by Herzog
(196'7) .

She denounces the "cookie cuti('r concept" of culture . In a research study

of famth es from two strata of lo"'er c lass East coast urban society, Pavenstedt
(19b4) VIVidly portrays the great dn e nsity in life conditions and the degrees of

damaging o r supporting impact the consequent life styles have on the child. Al though stereotyping may be a necessary mental shorthand for organizing the complexit ies of SOCiety , it must be ace mpanied by a continual awareness of va riations
and exceptwns among indiViduals . If this is not done , educators pronounce a selffulfilling proph ecy f r the di sadvantaged child (Rosenthal and Jacobson, 1970) .
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Operational definitions differ among educators who work with the disadvantaged child.

Bereiter and Engelmann (1966) pinpoint language use as the main

source of disadvantage relative to education. They interpret cultural deprivation
as synonymous with language deprivation.

"Language has eme rged as a common

denom ina to r of the lea rning deficit . While other handicaps may exist , language
is at the cor<:> of the difficulty for the disadvantage d child." (Blank , 1970, p. 69) .
Head Sta rt policy pro ides an index of poverty with spe cific income figures for
identifying families eligible fo r the Child Development Program services. Disadvantage is then dete rm ined by economic level. The poverty child's need for pre school tra ining is expr essed in terms f de fic iencies caused by l imited experiences:
••• ch "ldren of th e poor often cihow learning and a djustment difficulties as they approach school age . Because thei r experiences
have been limited, they are often handicapped in thei r ability to
communica te --especially through s peech , •• . (Office of Econom ic Oppo rtunity , 1967a, p. 2)
A Head Start pa mphl t for teachers . "Daily Program J", list s briefly som e charac terist!cs of disadvantaged children . Pertaining to language , the list includes:
poor language pe rformance, small vocabu la ries , and lack of labeling behavior.
These gene ralizations a r e then qualified by a reminder of the many exceptions of
poor children who a r e "th e ariiculate , ski llful and competent •. . the knowledgeable
and crea ti ve ones" (Office of Economic Opportunity, 1967b, p. 9) .
place d on developing the ma 1mum potentia l of the indi idual child.

Emphasis is
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Theories of Language Development

Nativist and environmentalist
views of language
lt is important for the teacher to study the normal developmental pattern
of language acquisition in order to teach a child effectively at any given stage.
All children learn a language.

The nativist's view holds that the capacity to

learn language is biologically innate and that there are universal properties in
the structure of any form of language (Houston, 1970; Lenneberg, 1970; Menyuk,
1970a, 1970b) . According to Menyuk language acquisition is an active process in
which the child searches for and extracts rules from the language he hears , stores
the se structural descriptions in memory, and reconstructs the rules for use in
compre hending and m producmg language . The child hears an utterance . He interprets what he hears on the basis of the rules he ha s thus far learned , both to
understand the utterance and to rev•se hi s hypotheses about these rules, As the
chil d matures, his storage capacity inc 1·eases and his coding procedures are refined . ln speaking , the child produces approximations to model sentences , beginning with one - word sentences, proc eeding to the telegraphic speech typical of the
preschool chi ld , and finally filling these in to achieve well- formed sentences. It
is expe ted in normal language development that as the child matures, he will produce more phoneme types. he "' ']] mc rease his frequency of word usage, and he
will use longer and more compl ex sente nces.

Language does not come about by

simple imitation. Th e normal child repeats correctly only that which is formed
by rules he has already integrated (Lenneberg , 1970) . Language comes about
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by the child's abstracting relati ons from what he hea rs and synthe sizing these
into principles for use .

Langua ge competence is a universal dynamic process

in the child . Competence , howeve r , is not necessarily reflected in performance
(Menyuk, 1969\ .

Performance is a ffected by m a ny factors in the environment .

Cazden (l968a, l96 8b , 1970) discusses the environmental process vari ables that influence language pe rformance : context, stimulation, and r esponse
to the child's speech. A child ' s form of verbalization in a particular context is
influence d as much by the cha r a te ri stics of the situation as by the characteristics of the child. Within a given context a child 's speech (and e ven his decision
to speak or not to speak) will

~ary

depending on specific featur es: the topic a nd

its r el evance to him ; the task r equi red of him; his audience and the kind of interact ion taking place; and the mfo rmal to- for mal quality of atmo s phere . A child's
speech while trading base ball ca rd s "' tth friends on the playground diffe r s rad ical ly from his speech in a school mte r iew w1th a strange adult po s ing question s .
Cazden (1968b) finds that both the a motmt of well- formed speech the child hears
and the va ri ety of richness of lingui stic patterns to which he is exposed are c rucial
in stimulating language devel opm ent. She reasons that if language learning follows
th e lines of hypothesis testing, then a varied supply of sentence models would encourage learning , while a meagre supply would inhibit it.

The techniques of "ex-

pan s ion" and "expatiation" in a dult r e spon se to a child ' s speech were found by
Cazden (196 8a\ to have diffe r enti al effects on language use , Expansion of a
child ' s uiterance merely add s to or co rrects the c hild ' s grammar ,

Thus if the

response to "Mommy lunch " is "Yes, Mommy is ha vi ng lunch, " the adult is giving
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the child no new options for extending his idea or his grammatical expression .
In expatiation, a response such as " Yes, let ' s have lunch now.

Then after lunch

we can go to the store ," elaborates upon the idea originally expressed by the
child, while it provides a greater variety of sentence models . In terms of the
nativ ist's theory, the child now has new material to analyze , interpret and utilize in his growing network of gr ammar. Other in ve stigators find meaningful
adult-child intera ction highly st imulating to language growth . Jolm and Goldstein
(1967) state that the child who actively participates in conversation with a verbally
mature indi vi dual not only gains greate r ve rbal profic iency but is more like ly to
use words as mediators of thought.
What is the role of language in cognition? Psychologists define a stage
in the deve lopment of speech whe n thn normal child achieves verbal control over
learning. This process believed bSOnt ial to the child's intellectual powe rs is
verbal mediation (Jensen , 1963) . The child learns to use words in a dialogue with
himself which makes possibl e m o r e rapid lea rning and greater transfer of what
has been learned to new appli ahons .

However. merely providing a mediating

response for a child confronted With a problem to solve, does not guarantee its
use. Age or de velopmental stage may determine the onset of verbal mediation
(Wallace , 1965). When and how verba l mediation normally occurs has not been
decided. Whethe r or not it is prerequ isite to logical thinking is disputed (Houston,
1970; Piaget, 1952) .

Lenneberg 's (1970) biological view states that la nguage is a

r eflectiOn and an intima te part of cog111tion , neither cause nor effect.

Language in

this view is not a separate tool but an integrated process of the human brain.
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The most widely quoted environmental theorist contrasting the development of language use in British middle- class and lower- class society is Bernstein (1964, 1967, 1970) . As a sociologist he interprets language development in
terms of modes of control within the fa mily which foster restricted and elaborated
codes of spoken language. He stated that the family structure acts selectively on
language potential , on the means accessible for organ izing meaning (1967) .

The

restricted code is distinguished by rigidity of syntax, limited verbal organi zation ,
condensed speech, predictability , dependence upon concrete relationships and
shared communal contexts. Bernstem theorizes that the restricted code is the
only language available to the Br1h sh working-class c h1ld and that it produces a
learning orientation whi ch r ebults m academic failure.

The middl e -·class child

has access to more flexibl ar.ct abstr; ct modes of thmk ing through the use of both
elaborated and restricted c des . Bernste in ' s later writing (19 7 0\ disavo s the
inte rpretation s 'Nhich equate r estn cted code with language defi iency ,

Here he

J'eit era tes the cultural di scontinuity bet,veen the school and the wo r king-cia s commumty based on their different cornmumcation systems. Although there may be
little parallel between British work mg class a nd American poverty life styl es,
and although one cannot de duce Simply fr m income or occupation level the type of
control any fa mily exerts ,·er 1ts children , Bern stein's theoretical construct has
been adopted by many a thon t1es t ex-pla m the language deficiencies ascribed to
the disa dvantaged child.
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A descriptive language survey study
Language developmental stages may be derived from the data of descriptive survey studies of normal children. The language survey study of Templin
(1957) desc ribes certain language skills in children over a range from three to
eight years of age . It attempts to provide normative data in four areas: articulation of speech sounds, sound discrimination, vocabulary and sentence structure.
Templin's sample was made up of 480 subjects selected by age , sex , intelligence
and socio-economic status as classified by father's occupation on the Minnesota
Occupational Scale, based on 1940 census data.

The children selected were white,

monolingual singletons of normal intelligence having no gross hearing loss. lntelli.gence was measured by the Stanford-Binet test administered to ages five to
eight, and by the Ammons Full - Range P icture Vocabulary Test administered to
children under five.

The Ammons is a test of vocabulary comprehension through

identifying elements in pictures. Raw scores are converted to Mental Age equivalents by ha lf yea r s.

Part of the st.,nford-Binet t ests we re given by trained

exa miners, the rest by kindergarten teachers or students in a testing class.

The

vali dity of the intelligence testing may be questioned due to test selection and procedure (Anastasi, 1968; Sigel , Anderson and Shapiro, 1966). Sigel et al. suggest
that an IQ estimate based on a picture voc abulary test has class bias and may indicate only that verbalization increases in direct relationship to (middle-class) experience in labeling.
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Templin's verbal sample for eac h child was comprised of 50 verbal utterances recorded by hand by an adult observer.

These we r e consecutive remarks

unless the speaker's fluency outran the observe r's notation s, in which case each
remark recorded was in its entirety. The verbal sample was used to investigate
length of response, total vocabulary, differe nt words, and gra mmatica l sentence
categories.
findings.

Age, sex, intelligence and social cl ass contrasts were made in the

Interrelationships between various language skills were reported .

It is doubtful that Templin's language norms can be applied appropriately
to di sadvantaged populations today, due to the nonrepresentat iveness of her sample,
the definition of socio-economic status, and the methods of determining intelligence.

Templin's view of intelligence

vis-~-v is

socio-economic s tatus (SES) ap-

pears biased in the following statements:
Intelligence was indirectly cont rolle d through the selection of a representative sample according to father 's occupation
(p . 6). . . . That IQ-equivalents based on Amm ons' tables are
not sat isfactory at these early ages is more probable than that
the younger children are exceptionally bright, s ince the children
at all ages are selected to meet the same SES criter ia. (p. 10)
With t he above reservations , some of Templin 's findings are pertinent to
a di scus sion of normal language developm ent.

The vocabulary of recognition

(based on the Ammons' and the Seashore-Eckerson English Recognition Vocabulary
Test) shows substantia l increase at each successive age , and the vocabulary of
use (num ber of different words) shows a s imilar but less definite trend . Templin
explains that the vocabulary of understanding is larger than the voca bulary of use
from infancy on, while both increase into adulthood.

There we r e no sex trends
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in length of response or in types of sentences used. With increasing age there
is a decrease in incomplete sentences, little change in simple sentences without
phrase, and an increase in the use of more complex sentence forms, as in coordination and subordination. Approximately half of the remarks m ade by three
year old c hildren were grammati cally correct.

The three year olds achieved

about half the scores of eight year olds on length of response and number of different word s; they reached 40 percent of the eight year old standard in sentence
complexity and about 20 percent in subordination . After a ge three the r e was
little change in the parts of speech used.

Templin concludes that by age three,

the child' s language functions similarly to adult language .

Language Deficienc ies versus

La~ge

Differences

The necessity for the disadvantaged child to learn standa rd English is
widely recognized .

He needs a command of standard English if be is to have

ace ss to readmg and writing, t fo rmal knowle dge mall disciplines , and to e mployment and social mobility.
The body of literature desc ribing specific deficienc ies in th e language performance of th e disadvantaged child is based upon r esea rch into his fa ilure in
school (Bereiter and Engelmann, 1966; Deutsch, 1967a, 1967b; Passow, 1970;
Pow ledge , 1967; Raph, 1965 , 1967). Stxty percent of l ow income children are retarded two years or more in reading by the end of elementary school (Deutsch,
1967a) .

Deficiencies are outlmed by comparison with m iddle-class language use
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which represents the standards of American schools.

Reported language de-

ficiencies may be divided into two areas: form and functions.

Form includes

aspects of vocabulary, syntax, grammar and articulation. Templin's (1957)
lower SES groups lagged behind the upper SES groups in all language areas
measured, especially in articulation, grammatical complexity, and vocabulary
of recognition. A study of story retelling by Milgram, Shore and Malasky (1971)
showed the ratio of sheer verbal output in words favoring a dvantaged over disadvantaged children to be three to two.

Functions of verbal expression include ver-

bal mediation of thought, reasoning, generalizing, catego rizing, and acquiring information . The latter area of deficits is more serious for the disadvantaged child,
if, as Bernstein suggests, r estricted use of language produces a restricted ability to learn. It is the demonstrated inability to use language in transmitting ideas
"to explain , to describe, to instruct, to inquire, to hypothesize, to analyze, to
compare, to deduce, to test •.• " that impedes academic success for the disadvantaged child (Bereiter and Engelmann, 1966, p. 31). Accordmg to Jensen
(1963) , a child whose environment

JS

ve rbally impoverished has been given littl e

opportunity to develop verbal medi tion and becomes functionally retarded .
From a teaching standpomt, li mited vocabulary, simplified syntax, grammatical errors and poor arti culation may appear more readily improved than poor
reasoning . This would lead a teacher to focus on correcting a child's speech rather
than on developing his ideas through s peech.

Learning language forms , however,

is central to the development of language functions.

Bereiter and Engelmann (1966)
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see the inability to use words flexibly in exp r es sing ideas as a r esult of the way
words are learned by the disadvantaged c hild. Words are not l ea rned as discrete
entities whic h can be recombined into varying sentences ; they are giant con glomerates , imitated from the undifferentiated speech the child hears. Sigel et
a!. (1966) found that t heir sa mple of lower-class preschool children had difficulty
objectifying experience. John and Goldstein (1967) concur that the disadvantaged
child has difficulty applying l abels to action observed or experienced.

They pos-

tulate that acqui s ition of label s depends on the stability of the word-referent relationship a nd on the a mount of corrective feedback the child receives. Wordreferent consistency would explain why nouns are easie r to learn than verbs.
Actions vary more in context than a label and its object.

If a child does not have

the opportunity to hear and use wo rds in varying contexts and is given little feedback modifying his attempts, he will be handicapped in lea rning words with complex referents.

Thus, the authors conclude , active adult- child interaction is a

necessary condition for l anguage l ea rning. In their view, low income children
ha e difficulty in labeling because they have littl e opportunity to engage in active
dialogue with adults when learning labels. They l ea rn by receptive exposure
rather than through ve rba l interaction.
Several investigators find adult- child interaction to be a key factor in
assuring or inhibit ing the child 's success in language learning (Bing, 1963;
Cazden, 1968a; lrwin, 1960; Olim, 1970) .

The working-class mothe rs who used

impulsive behav ior without r eflection o r planning , instructed their children ineffectively in Hess and Shipman's (19 65) e xperim e nt, leading the authors to depict
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the meaning of deprivation as a deprivation of meaning in the disadvantaged
mother-child r elationship, Deutsch (1963) considers the low signal - to- noise
ratio in the disadvantaged environment detri mental in that minimal instructional
conversat ion is directed toward the child . In a noise filled home, stimulation
is abundant; what is lacking is the selectivity and ordering whereby an adult interprets the meaning of stimuli for the child .

The disadvantaged child is condi -

tioned to be inattentive. Havighu r st (1964) describes the disadvantaged child 's
iam ily as one which fails to prov ide moti vation for lea rning.

The family m embe rs

do not a nswer th e chi ld 's questions or encourage him to ask them .

They do not

give him the need to explain his point of view .
Th e de fi ci t argument may be summarized as follows . School failure of the
disadvantaged child is due to language de fi c iencies. His use of language is inadequate.

Hi s restricted form of language cannot be used as a cogniti ve tool.

The

reasons for undeveloped language l ie in th e hom e envi r onment . From comparisons
of group performance it is inferred that

~on- standard

forms of English are infer-

ior to standard English.
Those who argue for a view of language difference refute deficit theory as
being based on : bias against the low income child, a dire educational prognosis
with its self- fulfilling prophecy , misinterpretation of the nature of language structure, the stacked deck effect of language measurement , and scant direct evidence
concerning factors operative in th e home .
There is a fallacy in tracmg s chool failure to inadequacies within the child.
When school failure r eaches ma s si ve proportions the inability of the school to
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adjust to its students is brought into focus (Labov, 1970) . The child's reputed
inadequacy offers an eaRy excuse for the failure of the school to teach.

Class

antagonism of the middle - class teacher toward the low income child contributes
to their mutual communication ba rrie r .

To correct a child ' s grammar while

ignoring the idea he expresses is to disparage not only his language but the child
himself.

The child whose efforts to speak are often criticized, soon shuts up .

One cannot teach any language to someone whose native tongue one scorns (Cohn,
1966; Raspberry, 1970) .

The signifi cance of the cultural discontinuity between

the low income home and the middle-class school is apparent in the mismatch of
learning tasks with the disadvantaged child's skills (Deutsch , 1967a) .
To the linguist. value judgments upon language are absurd. Any verbal
system used by a community wh1ch is well- ordered and has a predictable sound
pattern , grammatical structure and vocabulary is a language . No language can
be infenor to any other (Baratz, 1970a, 1970b) . Non- standard forms of English
are distinct forms equally valid w1th standard English in expressing meaning, and
in having consistent syntax, rig1d rules , and specialized sounds and voca bula ry
(Baratz, 1970b; Labov, 1970; Ra spberry, 1970; Seymour, 1972) .

The language

development of fi ve year old bla ck Head Start children was studied by Baratz
and Povich (1967) in terms of their primary language . It was found that the black
Head Start child is not delayed in language acquisition as measured by Lee's (1966)
developmental- sentence-types model,

The Head Start group's sentences were at

the kernel and transfo rmational levels , comparable to Menyuk ' s data with white
middle -class children using the same c riteria .

However, when Osser, Wang and
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Zaid (1969) co mpared black lower- class children's syntactic structures with
that of white middle- class children on imitation and speech comprehension tasks,
adjusting the data for known di alect differences, the Negro Lower- Class group
still made sign ificantly more errors than the White Middle- Class gr oup.

The

authors attribute the difference to the probability that "Negro children were addi tionally burdened by the necessity of decoding the relatively unfamiliar dialect" of
standard English (p. 1073) .

A judgment of inferior language status can only be

m a de by comparison wi th another language system. An interesting perspective
is given by Seymour (1972) who has traced the derivation of many of the features
of Black English to West African languages:
From this angle [West African point of view ], Standard
English (l) is Jacking in certain language sounds; (2) has a couple
of unnecessary language sounds for which othe r s may serve as
good substitutes; (3) doubles and drawls some of its vowel so1mds
in sequences that are unusual and diffi cult to i mitate; (4) lacks a
m ethod of forming an important tense; (5) requires an unne ce ssary
number of ways to indicate tense, plurality and gender; and (6)
doesn 't mark negati ve s sufficiently f r the result to be a good
str ong negati ve statement.
Now whose language is defi cient? (p . 80)
Language deficiencies often have been determined m a research setting of
the school or school - like experunental s1tuation (Erickson, 1969) . That a child
is constrained into defensive, monosyllabic behavior by a threatening situation is
no ind icatton of his capacity to use language. The di sadvantage d child is far
from nonverbal when observed

Ill

his own element, "bathed in ve rbal stimulation

from morning to night. •. soundmg , singing. toasts, r ifting, louding - a whol e
range of activities in which the individual gains status through his use of
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language" (Labov, 1970 , p. 163) , The changing levels and amounts of conversation in Labov's interviews wi th inner city youth contrast strikingly when the
powe r relationship of interviewer- interviewee is altered . The many variables
affecting the test s ituation among other contexts of speech are discussed by
Cowan eta!. (1967), McDill , McDill and Sprehe (1969), and Stodolsky and Lesser
(1967).

These variables include: examiner bias, rapport, ethnic identity, pri-

mary language , shared context , and culture free test materials. Testing variables may have had an influence on the child 's speech performance in Hess and
Shi pman ' s (1965) experim ent whi c h was conducted in a laboratory setting.
Would the inte r change between mother and ch1ld have been less constrained in
the home? Can one project fairly fro m laboratory evidence to conditions in the
home?
lt is said the restricted language available to the di sadvantaged child
lim1ts the exp r ession of ideas. The power of emoti ve expression, the economy
o f words and the logic used in non- standard dialects are demonstrated by Cohn
(1966) , Enckson (1969) , Labov (1970), and Ri essman (1962\ ,

Abstract concepts

can be and a re di scussed in dialect. Data from discussions by inner city and
suburban youth show that both groups shift flexibly between restricted and elaborated codes depending upon t he context (Eri ckson , 1969).

In a study comparing the

linguistic and thematic varwbles of disadvantaged and advantaged children in a
story retellmg task, Milgram et al. (1971) found greater consistency among dis advanta ged children in r etell ing essential features of the story with fewer words.
Is verbos1ty in middle - class speech a true measure of matur ity of expression?
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The restricted form can be precise in a shared context.

In order to say the

same thing, the elaborated code takes too long to get to the point , If a restricted
code is more likely to be used in a shared context, and the home may be conside red an intimately shared context , does lack of use of an elaborated code in
the home necessarily preclude the development of ideas? Baratz (1970b) finds
there has been little demonstration in the literature to show that certain linguistic
forms and usages impair cognitive ability, Without direct observation of commui cants in the home, the importance of verbal interaction may be speculative,
The proponents of language differences argue that children can learn
several dial ects and can Jearn to apply them t o appropriate contexts , without the
ne essity of devaluing thei r native diale ct, It is desirable to make the disadvantaged child bilingual s o that he

ha ~

a negotiable language both at home and in the

mainstreams ciety , Non- standard English is a legitimate medium for teaching
standard English.

Developmental progress needs to be judged in terms of the

child ' s primary language , It is further misleading to equate standard English
with an elaborated code ,
written English,

Teachers often teach English as a spoken form of

This is a make believe standard, It is rare to find even fluent

middle -class speakers who use textbook English.

Labov (1970) question s whethe r

it is wise to impose middle - class verbal style upon children from other cultural
groups without identifying how much of it is useful for analyzing and generalizing
and how much is merely verbose,

Middle - class speech can be flexible, detailed

and subtl e ; it also can be " turgid , r e dundant , bombastic and empty" (Labov, p .
164) , Cazden (19 68a) r emmds preschool teachers that language for learning is
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more important for the young child than language for social mobility.

The

teacher should concfmtrate on enlarging ann refining the child ' s expression while
providing models of standard English , rather than on correcting non- standard .

Language fntervention Programs
Research studies from the late sixties support the idea that a structured,
task-oriented language program which provides active participation by the child
is effective in teaching the disad\,antaged (Edwards and Stern, 1970) . Many investigators have foun d story r eading an apt medium for adult- child conversation
and language stimulation (Cazden, 196 8a; Edwards and Stern, 1970; Jrwm , 1960;
Jensen , 1969; Karnes . Teska and Hodgins , 1970; Smilansky, 1961; Stern and
Keislar , 1969) . Small gro p sto ry r ea ding provides opportunities for. elaborating
upon voca bulary , f r sh rt and 1 ng range memo ry training , for sequencing events
to show cause and effect and t ime r e lationships , and for making inferences and di' e rgcnt r eb ponse s m (-xp n essing Jd<'as (Karne s et al., 1970) .
The intent and design of the present study are based on recent language
intervention programs wh1ch apply comparative methods in teaching disadvantaged
children. Table 1 contrasts the essential features of these programs .
Cazden 's (1965) expe riment compared the language stimulation effects of
adult r espon se s to children using expansion with that of using expatiation.
black children, age 28 to 38 months , fro m a Boston day care center
ly assigned to the two treatment gro ups and a control.

Twelve

ere random-

For three months tutors

Table 1.

Essential featu res of four language intervention programs

P r ogr am
Cazden (1965)

Stem and Ke tslar
(1969)

T rea tments

Time ,
Durailon

No . subject s,
Tutoring group size

l) expansion

40 mins .

12 total

2) e xpatiation
3) control

daily
3 months

4 per group

l) echo ic promptmg
2) parallel prompttng

12 mms.
16 days

48 total

3- 4 per g r oup

(1968)

Edwards and Ste rn
(1970)

UCLA Preschool Lang.
Readiness Lang. Arts
placebo
control

2) greater gain than 1) , 3), 4)

3) greater gain than 1) , 4)

Parallel Sentence Product ion
test, . 05 level of sigm ficanc e

15 - 20 min s
lj tuto red group
daily
(5 ti m es/week)
4 months
2) tuto red group
(3 times / week)
3) untutored - daily ses sions
4) untutored - no sessions

1)
2)
3)
4)

2) g reater gain than 1) and
3) on sentenc e imi tation test
and 5 measures spontane ous
speech

3) nearly equal to 2)

3) li stenmg
4) cont r ol

Blank and Solomon

Results

15 mms .
4 days

24 weeks

22 t otal
1 per group

mean pre- post IQ ga ins on
Stanford -B m e~ test . . 05 level
of significance :
1) 14 .5
2) 7. 0

104 total
5 per group

3)

2. 0

4)

1. 3

1) and 2) greater gains than

3) a nd 4) on 6 out of 18 va ri ables, com bined tests , . 05
l evel of significa nc e:
Preschool Inventory
UCLA Language Batte ry
Visual Discrimination Inventory

"'"'
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spent daily 40 minute sessions with four children using the sentence expansion
treatment in individual conversation . They used non- expanding well - formed sentences (or expatiation) with the second group in one- to - one dialogue during equally
timed sessions , The controls received no special treatment.

The expatiation

group made greater gains on a sentence imitation test and on five measures of
spontaneous speech ,
Stern and Keislar (1969) compared the effects of a parallel prompting technique with an echoic prompting technique on the child's production of appropriate
sentences about pictures .

Four groups of 12 black Head Start children from de -

pressed areas in Los Angeles County were randomly assigned to three instructional groups (echoic, parallel , listening) and one control.

The instructional

groups listened to six tape recorded stOrtes with a sequence of paired black and
white line drawings . The echoic prompting group was provided a sentence for each
picture and asked to repeat It .

he parallel prompting group was provided a sen-

tcnce for th e first picture m a pa1r, then asked to produce their own sentence for
the following picture, usmg the first sentence as a modeL

The listeners only heard

the taped stories while viewing the pictures . The instruction was given to groups
of three or four, 12 minutes each for 16 days . Children given the parallel prompting technique produced better sentences than other groups in a Parallel Sentence
Production test.

Contrary to expec tations, the listening group nearly equalled the

paralle l group in performance.

It was concluded that children lose interest in echo-

ing; they learn to use language better by modeling; and listening is almost as effective as modelmg .
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Blank and Solomon ' s (1968) l anguage program tested the thesis that short
daily one- to-one tutoring sessions using Socratic dialogue would facilitate abs tract th inking in the disadvantaged preschool child.

Two tutored groups (vary-

ing in number of days tutored pe r week) were compared wi th an untutored equal
attention group and an untutore d regular nursery school group .

Twenty- two

nurse ry school subjects from a depri ed area m New York City wer e assigned to
groups, matched by IQ , age, and se . Tutored group 1 received five short individ~a l

session s per week; tutored group 2 received three; untutored g roup 1 r e -

ceived individual daily play sessions with the same adult,
ti nued for four months .

The treatments con-

Techniques in the dialogue sought to develop mental

skills of selective atten tion, categoriza ti on , prediction , verbal mediati on , causee ffec t reasoning, sequential thinking , and an a wareness of language . !:loth tuto r ed group s showed significant lQ gains following t raining, wi th the large r gain
made by the m o r e frequently tutored group .
A compari s on of the effecti eness of two published language interventiOn
programs with a placebo program was made by Edwards and Stern (19 70) . The
UCLA Preschool Language Program (UCLA) requi red a variety of response modes
from the subject in activities covering many content areas . Among these, the language skill area utilized storytelling and r etelling in developing ve rbal expression .
The second program , Buchanan Readiness for Language Arts (BRL) , int roduced
basi c pre-rea ding skills and concepts . The place bo program (PI) included games,
coloring a nd story telling. A r egular Hea d Start gr oup served as control (C) .
Each program was presented in 15 minute sessions, four days for 24 weeks , to
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small groups . Children from metropolitan area Head Start classes were randomly assigned by sex to treatment groups.

Out of comprehensive testing the two lan-

guage p;·ograms emerged highe r than the placebo and control groups on six tests
a nd sultests of the Preschool Inventory , UCLA Language Battery and the Visual
Disc rimination Inventory .
based measures.

The UCLA group revealed some superiority on broad-

The BRL group showed greater gains in perceptual skills.

The

authc,rs conclude that even mini mal daily intervention which presents a systematic,
well ··defined curriculum can produce posi tive r esults in language abilities.
In each of these studies the e ffecti veness of specific language instruction
through meaningful a dult-child i nteractiOn was demonstrated . The small group
size enabled each child to ac tively participate in a verbal exchange of idea s . The
most successful approach in each of the s tudies provided a variety of sentence
models which the child could choose to adapt to his own use . Successive short
periods of intens ive language inte r vention have beE:n shown to effect the developm ent of l anguage performance a mong disa dvantaged ch1ldren.

Summary of Resea rch
lt is widely agreed that disadvantaged children need early education to de-

velop skills that are viable in school and in the larger culture. What and how to
teach the poverty child is in full debate . Some autho rities project the reasons for
school fai lu r e to the disadvantaged ho me and to the limite d use of non- standard
Engli sh in the child ' s environment. Others defend the child's primary language
and culture wh ich they s ee as different from and discontinuous with middle-class
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institutions .

The classroom teache r cannot expect to change the total expe n -

cnce of the child . The teache r can develop inte r vention techniques , parti cularl y
in language use , which aid the child in coping with envi ronmental demand s and
wh ich faci litate learning. Essential component s of an e ffective language program
would include: meaningful adult- child conversation , a variety of

ell - formed

m odel sen tences , active verbal expression by the child, and frequent specific
language mstruction.

These goals can be implemented in all content a r eas of the

Head Start prog ram .
The volu m inous r esearch fro m va r ious disciplines concerning the education of the disadvantaged child 1s beginning to be c ordinated into principles and
techniques a teac he r can use tow rd improving the child's langua ge perfo rmance.
Perspectives still diffe r on the characteristics

f the dtsadvantage d chlld .

Value

jud gm ents cloud the interpret, tion of his language use . The Hea d Star! teache r
needs i

learn about program s that have been tried m r e s earch so tha t she can

use de m onstrated techniques to upgra de her teaching sk11ls. She can lea rn .vhat
to expect in normal developmental patterns o f language use . It is even more impo rtant fo r the teache r to find , to r espe ct and to use all that the cht ld brmgs to the
classroom in order to mobilize his skills into learning.
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METHOD

Theoretical Framework
Th e use of the term "disadvantaged" in the present study pertains to the
children of the poor , as defined by the Head Start index of poverty . The writer
endorses the point of view that low income in the family does not and should not
automatically prophesy difficulties in language or conceptual learning for the
child. The range of abilities and learning potential among Head Start childt·en is
expected to be as great as within any other group of preschool children. The
need to communicate effectively with others is essentia l to the success of all children in school and in the larger society . Whether the child is ve rbally r estricted
or mature , non- standard speaking , bilingual and/or fluent in standard English,
the goal of the Head Start language program 1s to give him a more eff ctJve command of standard English, the lingua franca of the mainstream society. [f this
goal

IS

not r eached , the child will be at a disadvantage in one important mode of

learning.
The present study is based on a number of beliefs and research findi ng s
concerning disadvantaged preschool children.

The first is that time is a crucial

factor in every chi ld 's intellectual development.

The earlier that systematic teach-

ing involves the preschool child in studying his world, the more he will be able to
Jearn. Second ly , poverty puts the child at a disadvantage in our society. The conditions o f poverty stigmatize, segregate and r estrict the child.
vantage d child is not prepared for school tasks.

Thirdly , the disad-

The mismatch between his
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language use, skills and learning style and those demanded by the middle- class
school create a pattern of school failure which aggravates his handicap.

Fourth,

the Head Start program is designed to prepare the disadvantaged child for suc cess in school.

Fifth, growth in the child's verbal expression abilities can be

fostered by direct teaching methods in Head Start. This growth can be m easured
m its quantitative and qualitative aspects.
There are many techniques , verified by research, which teachers may
utilize to 1mprove verbal expression among Head Start children.

The use of

these techniques represents meamngful interaction between the child and an adult
who is important to him. One - to- one dialogue , proposed by Marion Blank and
others, ensures the child 's fo cus on and participation in concepts to be learned.
Courtney Cazden's method of expatJation expands a child's ideas through conversa tion.

rt is important t

provide a language mod I which is precise and unambig-

uuus when helping a child learn to 1ntcgrat thought and language use . An app roach
tu

d

t aching language which is latt".S and re fmes concepts is stressed by Oralie

McAfee, Carl BerCJler and Siegfried Engelmann.

Fmally, r espect and apprecia-

iJOn for th e child and his culture are basic to successful teaching.

J!.YJ22theses and Statistical Analysis
This study attempted to answer the folluwing questions:
1 . Will the expe rimental subjects imp rove significantly in ve rbal expres-

sion performance following the language stimulation program?
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2. Will the experimental subjects exhibit significantly greater growth
in language use than the control subjects?
For the purpose of analysis of the data, the hypotheses are stated in the following directional form:
1.

There will be a significant gain in the mean posttest score over the

mean pretest score for experimental subjects on each of ten verbal expression
measures.
2 . The mean posttest score for experimental subjects will be significantly greater than the mean posttest score for control subjects on each of ten
verbal expression measures.
The hypotheses were accepted at the . 05 level of significance.
A Sandler's A test, equivalent to the two-sample Student's t-test for correlated samples, was used to evaluate the data pertaining to the first hypothesis.
Sandler's A is computed by dividing the sum of differences squared by the sum of
differences quantity squared.

This measure of statistical inference was appro-

priate in determining within group differences, i.e. between pre- and posttest
scores of the same subjects, on each of ten measures.
Pertaining to the second hypothesis a comparison of posttest means was
made. On selected variables an analysis of covariance was applied. In analysis
of covariance the magnitude of mean differences between independent samples
was determined, i.e. between experimental and control posttest scores on a particular measure, adjusting the mean posttest score by the pretest difference for
that measure.

This analysis gave covariance F-ratios for interpretation of the
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data.

The results of the statistical analyses are given in Tables 8 and 9.

The

comparisons of group means, gains , and standard errors are given in Table 10.

Definition of Terms
Action Enumeration:

in the Interpretive Story I, the total number of ac-

tion verbs o r action verb phrases used to describe the sequence pictures on pretest, a nd on posttest; in the Imaginative Story II , the total number of action verbs
or action verb phrases related by the subject on pretest, and on posttest.
Cardboard standup figures:

a set of commercial cutout figures (The Judy

Company Story Sets , Minneapolis, Minnesota) of adults , children , farm animals
and pe ts, which the subject moved a round in play as he told Story II during testing.
Figures of a family , farm and pet animals were used to elicit Story IT on pretest.
Figures of another family , other children, and pets we re used to elicit Story II on
posttest.
Compound-complex Sentence:

one of three grammatical sentence cate-

gories to which the subject's responses were assigned. This category includes
the McCarthy-Davis classifications: complex, compound, and elaborated sentences (cf. Appendix A) .
Disadvantaged :

a sociological and educa tional term applied in this study

to c hildren of the poor as defined by Office of Economic Opportunity guidelines
(cf. Review of Literature).
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Imaginative Story: the sample o f spoken language produced by the subject while mHmpulaling cardboard standup figures in an individual test session.
Incom Jete

Sente~:

one of three sentence categories to which the sub-

ject's r esponses were assigned.

This category combines the McCarthy- Davis

classifica tions: incomplete , and functi onally complete but structurally incompl e te (cf. Appendix A),
Interpretive Story: the sample of spoken language produced by the subject
upon presentation of a series of sequence pictures in an individual te st session.
The Inte rpret ive Sto ry is r estricted to those r esponses pertaining to the pictures.
Lower- class:

a te rm

a ri ously used in th e literature, synonymous with

"low income". "low socio- econorn1 c

s ta lus " ~

"disadvantaged" or "not middle- or

upper- class", In the r esea rch r e ferre d to ea rlie r , the term is based on differing characte ristics :

working~class

(Brni sh , Bernstein , 1964 , 1967 , 1970;

Am e ncan , Hes s and Shipman, 19 65); occupational level (Templin , 1957); ethnic
,nn e r c 1ty Head Start (Oss .r e t aL , 1969); family structure, educa tion , socioeconomic level (Sigel et al. , 1966); multt - level groupings of family , ethnic , income, education, occupation, housing and mobility factors (Pavenstedt , 1964) .
Because of it s ambiguous r eferenc e and derogatory connotation, the term "lowe rclass" is not used by the write r .
Mean Length Response _(_M.L]l):

the ave rage number of words in a response.

MLR is a ratio of Total Voca bula ry ove r Verbal Output.
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Noun Enumeration : in Tnterpretive Story, the total number of nouns
used in interpreting the sequence pictures; in Imaginati ve Story, the total number
of nouns used in the language sample .
Project Head Start: a locally operated preschool program supported by
fed e ral funds , serving areas with a high rate of poverty. Children whose families
qualify under Office of Economic Opportunity (OEO) poverty guidelines are eligi ble to attend . The degree of poverty in a community can be measured by the extent of pe rsistent unemployment and undere mployment, by the proportion of
fa milie s on welfare , and by the number of families with low income.

A family

may be classified as impoverished, generally , if its gross income does not excecd that listed below in size categories . At least 90 percent of enrollment is
made up of the poor . A 10 percent allowance is made for over- Income fam ilies .
This ratio may be met by giving primary consideration to children who suffer de priva ti on or handicap other than e conomic .

OEO Poverty Guidel ines for All Stales Except
Alaska and Hawaii
Family Size
1
2
3

4
5
6
7

Nonfa rm Family
$ 1, 900
2, 500
3,100
3,800
4, 400
5, 000
5, 600

Farm Family
$ 1 , 600
2, 000
2,500
3, 200
3, 700
4 , 200
4 , 700

For families with more than 7 members , add $600 for each additional member in a nonfarm family and $500 for each additional
member in a farm family . (OEO , 1967a , p . 7)
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Response: a term used in descriptive language studies synonymously with
"utterance ",

11

expression unit" , "verbali zation", "ren1ark", or "sentence" in

describing a language sample . A response is considered a separate unit if it is
marked off from preceding and succeeding remarks by pauses.
Sentence complexity categories: grammatical categories of Incomplete ,
Simple , and Compound- complex Sentences, adapted from the McCarthy- Davis
classification s (cf. Appendix A , Measures).
~uence

Count: the total count of r e ferences to sequence in the subject's

story , as in denoting cause- effect, beginning- end, serial order , or expressions
of time .
Sequence pictures: sets of six 2- 3/4 by 4- 1/2 inch commercial drawings
in colo r (Sequential Picture Cards 1T , Developmental Learning Materials , Chicago,
Illinois), which tell a story or portray a problem solving situation in sequence.
On e set depicting a boy sleigh riding was use d to elicit Story I on pretest. Another
set , co mparable in difficulty , which showed a boy riding a bike was used to elicit
Story I on posttest.
Simple Sentence: one of three grammatical categories to which the subject ' s responses were assigned . Jt includes the McCarthy- Davis classifications:
simple sentence with or without phrases , or with compound subject or predicate
(cf. Appendix A) ,
§lory reading.: a medium of language stimulation. The particular technique of story reading used in tutor ing encouraged active participation on the part
of the children listening.

Time was taken by the researcher to explain and
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expound upon elements of the story. Questions were asked of the children to
help them interpret illustrations and story content, and to help them anticipate
events. Interruptions of the flow of the story were welcome , as children showed
interest and involvement by making comments .
Storytelling:

a term referring to a tutoring technique and to a task in

testing. Storytelling during tutoring sessions was performed by the children individually and cooperatively with the use of book illustrations , flannel board figures,
puppe ts , and dramatization. The storytelling tasks set the individual child in testing were to respond to two types of stimuli: sequence pictures and cardboard
standup figures.
_Total Vocabulary: the total number of words spoken in the verbal sample ,
including repetitions.
Verbal expression:

performance va riables in a sample of the child ' s

speech. In the present study, these variables are defined by ten measures in
response to each of two tasks in a testing situation.
Verbal Output:

the number of responses comprising the ve rbal sample.

Vocabulary of Use:

the number of different words used in the verbal

sample , i.e. the total number of words exclusive of repetitions. No exclusion
on the basis of word form or completeness was made .
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Procedures

The Weber County Child Development Foundation was formed in the summer of 1970 to assume the position of delegate agency for the Head Start Program
in Ogden. Utah . The Ogden Area Community Action Agency is the federal grantee
which provides se rvices and funding for Head Start through Title II-A of the Economic Opportunity Act . Community Action has delegated operation of the Head
Start Child Development Center to the Foundation for the 1971 -72 school yea r .
The 1971 - 72 Head Start Program was funded for recruitment of 210 children
of preschool ages. Actual enrollment fluctuate d between 190 and 210 . Th e program was conducted in six morning classes and six afternoon classes lo ca ted in
one cente r . In February , 1972 , two morning and two afternoon classes were
moved to a second center, in o rder to provi de more room and better facil ities for
a ll , as r ecommended by the Denve r Office of Child De velopmen t.

On e of the class-

r ooms moved wa s participating in the present research study. Children were eli gible for Ogden Head Start on the basis of family income or welfare support, according to OEO guidelines .

Ten percent of enrollment included over-income

famili es selected on the basis of th e child's needs . These children were evenly
distributed between morning and afternoon classes. The ethnic - racial breakdown
of en r ollm ent was approximately: 17 percent black , 41 percent Chicano , 1 percent
Indian a nd Oriental, and 41 percent whtte

All pre - kindergarten children in Ogden

whose families met the income requirement were served by the program .
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The sample for the present study was drawn from the 1971-72 Ogden
Head Start population.

Two classes were chosen randomly from the six morn-

ing classes. All 28 subjects enrolled and believed regularly attending as of
January 6 , 1972 , were assigned randomly to experimental (E) and control (C)
groups , so that each class contributed seven experimental and seven control
subjects to the sample. A table of random numbers was used for group assignment . A stratified random sample was thus achieved.

In that the children were

assigned in September to mon1ing and afternoon classes at random , the sample
was representative of the Head Start population in Ogden.
The purpose of using two classrooms as combined source for the sample
was to minim ize the effect of a particular Head Start teacher's teaching style.
The teaching styles of the two Head :>tart teachers were in fact similar in many
ways .

The teac hers were both sensiti ve to the needs of the individual child .

They took time to listen to a child.
chi ld .

They noticed and supported the Withdrawn

They pro ided story reading , filmstrip traditional stories, and oppor-

tunities for the children's dramatization of favorite stories, 111 lhe1r regular
programs .
Of the original 28 children in the study, 20 made up the final sample
from which test data was compiled . One control subject was not present throughout the program. Two experimenta l subjects moved during the sixth week of
tutoring and were not available for posttest.

Three experimental and one con-

trol subjects were excluded because of low attendance (11 and 13 days ' attendance out of 30 possible tutoring sessions) . Inasmuch as the study was designed
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to test a teaching m ethod , it was deemed necessa r y to exclude those who attfmrled less than half the tutoring sessions , although the five experimenta l s ub jects lost were verbally m ature and enthusiastically respons ive to the progra m .
Finally , the posttest of one control subject was found invalid due to his unrepre sentative la ck of r e sponse foll owing a week of absenc e and a dea th in the family .
Selected charac teristics of the sam ple's group composition are given in
Table 2.

Furthe r info rmation r egarding personal and family characteristics was

not avatlable for all subjects . Because of the small number of subjects , groups
were combined into total experimental (N = 9) and total control (N = 11 ) for
analysis of the data .

T he study wa s devised to test the value of a teaching technique in improvtng th e ve rbal exp r e ssion performance of Hea d Start children . A be fore - afte r
e pe rimental design was used. Admimstration and collection of the da ta covered
a period of ten weeks .
Prior to th e main study , a pilot project was conducted for th e purpo ses of:
1.

Trying out mate ri a ls a nd alte rnative procedures in testing, to find the

most productive way of elicit ing imaginative and interpreti ve stories from indi vidua l preschool subjects;
2 . Developing an effecti'e 20 minute tutoring procedure with small groups
of Hea d Start children, which would not only hold thei r inte rest but a lso invite their
parti cipation in storytelling ;

Table 2.

Characteristics of sample group composition
Age
range
(in
months)

Mean age
Jan. ' 72
(in months)

F

M

6

51-62

56.0

5

1

1

2

0

3

26

87

75

~

53-64

58.7

1

2

0

0

0

3

24

84

85

9

51-64

56.9

6

3

1

2

0

6

25

86

78

cl

6

54-63

59.7

1

5

1

l

0

4

22

73

85

c2

5

54-63

58 .8

2

3

1

2

1

1

24

83

80

Total C

11

54-63

59.3

3

8

2

3

l

5

23

78

83

Sample
groups
Ea

1
E2
Total E

N

Sex

Ethm c grouE
black
Ind1an
Chicano
white

Mean no.
days of
tutoring

Mean % in
tutoring
attendance

Mean % in
Head Start
attendance

--aE

1

and c

1

subjects attended Head Start classroom 1; E and c subjects , classroom 2.
2
2

w

00
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3.

Running a preliminary analysis of tape recorded stories in o rde r to

s el ect and r efine criteria that would be descriptive but not t ime consuming.
The pilot study was found to be highly useful in fulfilling these purposes.

Children

from the Utah State University Child Development Laboratory School and from
Ogden Hea d Start afternoon classes took part in the pilot project ove r a pe riod of
five weeks.
The resea rch schedule for th e main study was as follows:
Week 1: the researcher attended adaptation sessions in each classroom ,
to esta blish rapport and to fam iliarize the children with the use of a tape r ecorde r.
The adaptati on period was intended to minimize the possibility that a pre-posttest
difference merely r e fl e cted increased familiarity with the examiner and the testing m ateria l s.

Total time spent working wi th the children in adaptation sessions

was th r ee hours in classroo m 1 an d two hours in classroom 2 .
Weeks 2 a nd 10 : pre- and posttest s we r e given individually in a separate
room to a ll expe r imental and control subjects in r a ndom orde r . Each subject
was asked to te ll two storie s , which were tape recorded . The first task r equire d
the child to arrange in order and describe six sequence pictures. The second task
simulated a play situation in which the subject selected six cardboard standup
figures and was encouraged to move the m around the rug or table, using an 11 by
ll inch homem a de ca rdboa rd house as he told the story. The first task produce d
the Interpretive Story I; the second task , the Imaginati ve Story II.

The tape r e-

corded stories we r e tran scribed by the r esearcher on the same day as r eco rde d .
The t ranscribed protocols we re then s ubmitted for independent spot- check rating
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by two m embe r s of the Departm ent of Family and Child Developm ent , Utah
State University .
Weeks 3 through 9: the resea rcher tutored groups of four or five children
for 15 to 20 minutes in a separate room , an avera ge of four days pe r week for
seven weeks.

Because of the eclectic nature of Head Start programm ing , the

classes were not available for tutoring the total 35 day s ant icipated . As a result
the researche r worked with t lor ing groups on 29 days for one class and on 30
days for the other. The average total attendance in tutoring sessions for groups
was even l ess (cf. Table 2) due to illness or other absence of the children.
The experimental groups were presented a l anguage stimulation progr a m
based on story reading and

stor:~<-telling .

The con trol groups we r e tutored in aca-

demic skill s oth er than expre ssive language: numbers , di r e cti onal games , and
sCience .

Thi s equal atte ntiOn debign was mtended to m inim ize the Hawtho rne

effe ct of increased motivation on the part of experimental subjects due to specia l
attention or change in lcaming

c'

uditJons (McDill et al., 1969). The tutoring

sessions with the control subjects we r e planned to focus on activities other than
language instruct ion . Howeve r , in the process of t eaching concepts specific
language was needed by both tutor and subjec ts toe press ideas, to ask que stions
and to giv e directi ons . It would not have been ethical to inhibit this use of language
for purposes of experimentation. It does constitute a contaminating factor in the
expe rim enta l desi gn.
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The scope of the present study and the inte rpretation of the data need to
be consider ed in the light of certain limitations:
1.

The number of Head Start children in the study was small : 9 experi-

m enta l subjects and 11 control subj ects;
2.

The language stimula tion program was short- te rm : over a period of

seven weeks , total days tutored ranged from 21 to 29 (a mean of 25) for experi m ental subjects , and from 19 to 26 (a m ean of 23) for control subjects, r epresenting 4- 1/ 2 to 8- 1/ 2 total hou rs ' instruction;
3. An intensive short- te rm language program's effects upon the develop -

me nt of ch ildren concurrently enrolled in a ve rbal bombardment enrichment
program , as that of the Hea d Start classroom expe rience , may be narrowly
demonstrabl e ;
4.

Comparison of a language tutored expe r i mental group wi th an academic

tuto r d cont r ol group in which s p•3ci f•c vocab lary wa s necessa rily taught , may
not show a measurable difference in language use;
5 . There may have be nan inappropria te match of mate rials selected to
the level of ability of the indi vidual child , which would reduce the benefits of instruction ;
6.

The r e suits of th e study m ay r e fl ect the relative effectiveness of the

r esearche r as the only tutor, obscu ring the e ffects of method and mate rials on
the children's language growth;
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7. The m easure ment c ri teria applied to the pe rformance data may not
reflect individual facility in verbal expresRion ,

:£utoring m e thods and materials
The tutoring program based on story r eading wi th t he children's participa tion was pre sented 15 to 20 m inutes each day. An ideal s ize for tutoring was
foun d to be three or four children . Large r group s we r e unwieldy , allowing too
little individual participation, too much wai ting and too many distractions.

The

experi m ental groups range d in size from one to seven children , With a mode of
five . The instructional sequence gene r ally followe d wa s:
1.

A book was read to the children with particular a ttention drawn to the

illustrations , and wi th ant ic ipa to r y qu estwns a bout the story.

The c hildren

we r e encourage d to r eact and r espond ve rbally . Inte rruptions in the flow of the
story we r e welcomed as the chil dren expressed thei r idea s. The story was then
reviewed withou t bem·fit of pi ctu r es by a sP r ies of questions and r esponses. The
tutor encouraged r ecall of the stor y's problem , charac te rs , sequence, and dial ogue .
2. The book was reviewed by the tutor with the help of children recalling
events and inte rpreting th e illustrations . Potentially new vocabulary was explo red
to test comprehension , define words and clea r up any misconceptions .

Flannel

board figures we r e manipulated next by the tuto r in r e telling the story with group
pa rtic ipation . In thi s manne r the children could obse rve the pre sentation of the
flannel pi ece s while reviewing th e e ssenti al parts of the story.
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3.

Indiv1dual storytelling of the now familiar story followed two patterns.

If the tutoring group size was small (three or four) , individual children were in-

vited to tell the whole story with the flannel board.

The tutor exchanged places

with the child at the table, to become one of the participating audience.

Each

child experienced the success of telling a story to the others that day . It was one
of the chi ldren 's favored activities . If the group size was large (five or more) ,
individual children were handed a flannel piec e representing an event in order of
occurrence in the story. While this method assured partic ipat ion of each child ,
at times a child's attention was diverted from the storyteller and flannel board to
the piece he was holding. Nevertheless the reinforcement of the idea of sequence
was believed worthwhile .
4 . Dramatization of the story the children had learned was carried out by
group role playing. The whole room was used with chairs , table , couch and
corners designated the places in the story. Stories with repetitive dialogue were
especially well suited to dramatization . Roles we re easier to r emembe r , and the
plot was tail ored to the children's needs by the amount of dialogue.
Hand puppets and homemade stick puppets (const ruction paper cut- out figures
stapled to ice cream sticks) were used in individual or paired imaginative storytelling.

It was l ea rned in the pilot project and in the ma in study that preschool

children need frequent experience in using hand puppets before they are able to
coo rdinate manipulation and speech of the puppet. The experience with puppets
also reinfo rc ed th e notion that there is a wide gap in difficulty between the task of
retelling a familiar or visually portrayed story and that of maki ng up a new one to
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fit a character.

The one task requires memory and analysis, the other,

imagination. As the children ' s r epertoi r e of stories grew , they we r e allowed
a choice of activities and roles in story enactment.
Two books were presented each week with their follow -up flannel board
stories . The instructional sequence above was followed for the first book and
then the second , or the books were presented in pa ra!lel fashion.

The two stories

each week differed in subject and plot from eac h other , and the children had no
difficulty rem embering both stories . Two of the 14 books were already familiar
to the children and were received enthusiastically.

The source of the books was

the Weber County Public Library. An annotated bibliography is given in Appendix
B.

The books were selected for interest , dramatic quality , amount of dialogue ,

repetition , sequence , and numbe r of events and characters. Some stories needed
condensing or paraphrasing so that only essentia l points to remember were told.
The books us ed r epresent a small fraction of the many excellent picture stories for
preschool children now available.
It was important to match the flannel board figures to the sequence of

events told in the story.

Presenting identical versions in book and flannel board

form reinforced learning, Inconsistencies were quickly noticed and they tended
to confuse the child's performanc e in retelling. An optimum range in number of
flannel board pieces was found to be 9 to 13 .

For ease in manipulating the size of

the pieces varied from approximately two inches to eight inches square. A flannel
board 20 by 23 inches with light background and supporting stand was used,
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When a story is told to children during s hort pe riods on success ive days
in a va r iety of modes, interest remains high and learning ensues . Given the
opportunity to discuss as well as to listen to a s tory, the children we r e eage r to
contribute thei r knowledge and feelings pertinent to the topic . Often the more
vocal child began to monopolize the discuss ion. While giving recognition a nd responding to this child, the tutor needed to draw the more reluctant ones into the
con versation . This was done with questions m a de a part of the unfolding of the
story. When one child faltered in trying to tell a pa rt of the s tory, the tutor suggested a model sentence from the sto r y which the child could adapt in his own
styl e. On e child often he lped another wi th an idea or expression. Questions
we r e prepared fo r the story in advance for use during initial reading a nd r eview
to prompt analytic and di e rgent thinking,
Th e tutor applied many of the learning princi pl es and techn iques discus sed
in the Review of Literature. C nve rsations we r e based upon the princi ples of expatiation and one - to- one dialogue. This required thai the tutor be an active
listene r.

Verbal praise was given fo r successive approximat ions to a goal, and

for a completed task.

The childr en were expected to focus thei r attention on the

book's illustrat ions , on the fl annel board, or on the storyteller. The day's ac tivitie s were explained to the group ahead of time so that they formed a mental
set of the tasks.

"I am going to r ea d you a new story about an Indian boy.

I

want you to r emembe r how he fi nds a horse, so that you can te ll m e the story
la te r ." The childr en we r e asked to think through a logical sequence in anticipating future events in the story.

The children were made more aware of the uses
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of language in passages of hum or, fantasy , tension and relief in the stories . The
beginning and end were stre ssed as parts to r em e mber. Words we r e separated
from thei r referents when m eani ngs we r e discusse d to de termine comprehension.
Th e children practi ce d appropriate use of language in playing roles and in relating
experiences . Verbal me mory was aided through the recall of events in the story.
The children were e xpos ed to a variety of sentence models in the s torie s .

Repeti-

t ive s entence m odels were imitated o r translated in the retelling.
The control groups received 15 to 20 m inute s of da ily in s tructi on in the
separate room .
children.
ably.

Group size ranged from one to eight , with a mode of three

The fo rmat and media fo r tutoring the control groups diffe red consider-

The Hea d Start tea che r s we r e consulted as to the needs of particular chil-

dren in the control groups by way of deciding upon appropriate materials . It was
found that the controls from each class could be divi ded roughly in hal f between
regula r learne r s and children wh needed special help . This division wa s mainta ine d throughout th e tutoring , a t first by com bining the regulars f r m both classe s
and the extra - attention children from both . The last th r ee weeks of tutoring it became necessary to work with smaller groups of control subjects (three each) .
Whereas storytelling kept the attention of the experi mentals at least 20 minutes,
number and science activi t ies, the mselves highly structured , held the controls '
interest a ma ximum of 15 minutes.
in the control groups.

The novelty of the materials wore off quickly

The pac e and number of activit ies was increased.

The

mean lime spent in daily tutoring was close for all groups , however : 18 minutes
for experimenta!s , 15 and 16 m inute s for controls .
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The academic activities stressed manipulation of mate r ials, using a
language for specifics and concept learning,

Table 3 presents a list of the va r y-

ing instn1ctiona l activities presented the control groups and the learning tasks
they entailed.

This list indicates the language stimulation which unavoidably

occu r red . Directions were given; labels we r e introduced; similarities and differen ces were pointed out; categories and cause - e ffec t relationships we r e explained.

Measures
The purpose of assessing performance varia bles in a child's language is
to judge how a ppropriately he adapts language use to varying situations (Blank and
Frank , 1971) .

Fo r an indication of the range of perfo rman ce available to a child ,

it is important to assess language on a va r ie ty of tasks in a varie ty of settmgs .
The testing situation , exa m ine r and materials dete rmine in part the child's perform ance.

Hi s verbal respons e to de mands in testing m ay or may not be r epre-

sentati e of his overall perform ance.

Isola te d ve rbal sa mples indic ate neithe r

opti mum pe rformance nor langua ge competence .
The measure s chosen to assess language pe rformance in the present s tudy
are both quantitative and qualita tive, Quantitati ve measures give the a dvantage of
objectivit in determining growth in language use . Qualitative measures gi ve insight into the str engths and weaknesses of a ve r bal pe rfo rmance and the consequent
value of spec 1fic instruct wn.

Measures of Tota l Vocabulary , Vocabulary of Use ,

Verbal Output, Mean Length Respon se . and Noun Enumera tion were ada pted
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Table 3.

Instructional activities for controls and the learning tasks they
entailed

Activity

Lea rning Task

Nume r a ls 1- 5

Counting, matching

Small blocks; plasti c chips

Counting, matching

Hi - ho Cherry- 0 (game)

Direciions , counting , 1-to - 1
co rrespondence

Chutes and Ladders (ga me )

Directions , counting , numerical
sequence

Dominoes

Counting , match ing

Cuisenaire rods

Size comparisons , vocabulary

Col o r - shape perception games

Di r ec tions , perceptual identifi catwn

F it--a -Space (rubbe r cut shapes)

Pe rceptual identification, match ing

Playing cards

Num e ral

ide n tiflca.t.lon~

m a tching
Animal Lotto

Identi fication , vocabulary

Animal Homes (puzzl e s )

Labeling , classi fying, matching

Peopl e and Thei r J obs (puzzles)

Labeling , classifying, matching

Carpentry

Di r ectlons , vocabula r y

Feely box (shoe box wi th hole s
at e ach end , enclose d)

Identi fying materials , vocabulary

Wood and paper materials

Identifying, classifying

E periments with string , paper
cones , paper plates , magne ts

Identifying properti es, concepts ,
cause - effect , vocabulary
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di rectly from the work of Templin (1957) and McC arthy (1954) . These measures
of wo r d a nd sentenc e count are quantitative.

Templin 's measures are based on

a standard 50 r esponses for each subject. The present study does not use a set
numbe r of responses.

Qualitative measures include vocabulary , sentence struc -

ture and sequence counts . Measu r es of Action Enumeration and Noun Enumeration are sugges ted by items in Deutsch 's (1967b) Verbal Identification Test. The
senten ce complexity categories of Incomplete , Simple and Compound -complex
Sentences are made up of combined categories from the McCarthy-Davi s grammatical classification used by Templin. The final measure , Sequence Count , is
exploratory.
Th e ve rbal sample produced in Interpretive Story T was r estricted to those
responses pertaining to the sequence pictures. The ve rbal sample of Imaginati ve
Story II included all utterances following the subject's selection of
use in telling his story.
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figures to

The vol ume of words and sentenc es diffe r ed be tween

stories , therefore , partly due to the defini tion of the sample , one or two extraneous sentences having been deleted fro m Story I.

Percentages of structure s

we re used for comparing Story I with Story II . lntercorrelations between measures
on the same test a re gi ven for Story I prete st and Story II pretest in Tables 4 and
5. These intercorrelations were based on combined experimental and control
scores in the r esi dual correlation matrix of analysis of variance. These intercorrelations r epresent one way of asse ss ing internal consistency of the measures .

Table 4 . Residual correlation matrix for pretest Story I: intercorrelations of verbal expression
measures based on combined experimental and control scores

;::.
f-;

Total Vocabulary (TV)
Vocabulary of Use (VU)
Verbal Output (VO)
Mean Length Response (MLR)
Incomplete Sentences (Inc.)
Simple Sentences (Sim.)
Compound-complex Sentences (Com . )
Action Enumeration (Act.)
Noun Enumeration (Noun)
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.76
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.63
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.25
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0
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. 29

Sequence Count (Seq.)
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Table 5.

Residual correlation ma trix for pretest Story II: intercorrelalions of verbal exp r ession
based on combined experimental and control scores

>
E-<
Total Vocabulary (TV)
Vocabulary of Use (VU)
Verbal Output (VO)
Mean Length Response (MLR)
Incomplete Sentences (Inc . )
Simple Sentences (Sim.)
Compound-complex Sentences (Com . )
Action Enumeration (Act.)
Noun EnumeratiOn (Noun)
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Total Vocabulary in both stories correlated understandably high with
other quantitati ve measures (Vocabulary of Use , Verbal Output and Nouns) .
Total Vocabulary also showed strong correlations with qualitative measures
of Simple Sentences (I, . 69; II , • 70) , Action Enumeration (1, . 76; II , . 72) and
Sequence Count (I, . 67; II , • 70) . Vocabulary of Use followed a pattern similar
to Tota l Vocabulary . Simple Sentences showe d correlations from • 62 to • 70
with Vocabulary of Use and Total Vocabulary in both sto r ies . Compound- comp!ex Sentences, howe ver , correlated at . 79 and . 80 with Total Vocabulary and
Vocabulary of Us e and at . 80 with Sequence Count only on Story I. When percentages are viewed , Story I showed 5. 7 pe rcent Co mpound- compl ex Sentences
and Story II showed 6. 4 percent Compound - compl ex Sentences in Verbal Output.
Mean Length Response showed low and some negative correla tions with
sentence complexity categorie s .

This obse rvation contra s t s with the correla -

tions found by Templin and by Williams (1937) between the ir MLR and sentence
complexity sco r es (SCS).

Te mplin used Williams' system of weighting sentence

categories, 0 to 4. One explanation of the gross between study diffe rence lies in
the fact that sentence types were tabulated , not weighted with values , in the present study.

The comparison supports Cowan ' s et al. (1967) objection that re-

ported MLR figures reflect methodological diffe r ences as well a s the speech
task s and age levels . A comparison of inte r co rrelations between ve rbal expression m easures in the four studies in given in Table 6.

Table 6.

Comparison of intercorrelations between verbal expression measures reported in four studies
Age
(in years)

Investigator

Measures correlated

N

Williams

MLR vs. SCS

38

3 to 4

No.
responses
40

Task
play

r
.80

--Templin

MLR vs. SCS

60

4.0
4.5
5.0

50

play with toys

Sternad

MLR vs. Incomplete

20

4.8

8
20
8
20
8
20

interpreting pictures
imaginative play
interpreting pictures
imaginative play
inte rpreting pictures
imaginative play

-.29
. 10
-.03
.14
• 21
.30

5.0

50

interpreting 10 colored pies.

-.11

vs. Simple
vs. Compound-complex

Cowan

MLR vs. % Incomplete
vs. % Complex

6

.88
.90
.59

.79

Templin

MLR vs. VU

60

4.0
4.5
5.0

50

play with toys

. 93
• 89
.91

Sternad

MLR vs. SCS

20

4.8

8
20

intel'preting pictures
imagi native play

.37
. 71

"'""

Table 6.

(Continued)

Investigator

Measures correlated

Age
N (in years)

Templin

vu

scs

60

4.0
4. 5
5.0

50

play with toys

. 69
.76
• 80

Sternad

VU vs. Incomplete

20

4 .8

8
20
8
20
8
20

interpreting pictures
imaginative play
interpreting pictures
imaginative play
interpreting pictures
i maginative play

. 25
.45
• 62
. 66
.80
. 49

vs.

vs . Si mple
vs. Compound- compl ex

No .
responses

Task

r

"""'
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The individual measures are described below:
1.

Total Vocabulary: the total number of words counted in a verbal

sample, including repetitions. Growth in Tota l Vocabulary from pre - to posttest
indicates increased fluency.
2.

Vocabulary of Use: the number of different words spoken, exclusive

of repetitions . Templin (1957) found Vocabulary of Use to be roughly half of
Total Vocabulary. Vocabulary of Use increases with age . An increase in different
words used from pre- to posttest was considere d a more relevant indicator of language growth than an increase in verbage .
3.

Verbal Output : number of responses in a verbal sample . Increased

Verbal Output from pre- to posttest may indicate an increased fluency or an increase in rapid , telegraphic speech. This measure is qualified by the mean number of Incomplete Sentences for the same group.
4 . Mean Length Response: average number of words per utterance .
The measure is derived from dividing Total Vocabulary by Verbal Output for a
particular sample. McCarthy (1954) found MLR based on 50 responses to be most
reliable , objective , quantitative , and easily understood among measures of linguistic maturity.

Cowan et al . (1967) debate this assertion in their study of vari-

ables affecting MLR.

These investigators point out that the between study dis-

parity in size of MLR for children of the same ages indicates its low reliability .
They found that stimulus and examiner variables influenced the size of MLR .

They

agreed with Templin (1957) and with Menyuk (1970a) that MLR increases developmentally with age .
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5., 6. and 7 Sentence complexity categories: grammatical types of enten ccs to which responses in the verbal samples we re assigned . The three gross
categories used in the present study combine and simplify the McCarthy- Davis
classification which gives t wo major divisions and 20 subdivi s ions of categories.
The McCarthy- Davis schema has not been adapted in toto for two reasons. Some
of the categories as outlined overlap; some are ambiguously stated. Secondly,
there is an incongruity in measuring spoken language by grammatical rules derived from written standards.

Otalect and bilingual expr e ssion s are especially

penalized when measu r ed by rules of written English g ramma r . Templin (p . 84)
r e duces the McCa r thy-·Davis classification to si catego r ies , in a comparison
mean percentages of total r emarks in each sentence ca tegory found in th r ee
studies. Wh en these a r e fur ther reduced to three, the divisions are more c ear
ut.

For in stance , an incomplete s tatem ent according to the McCarthy- Davis ou t-

line may apply to "functionally co mple te but structurally incomple te" by interpreta tion of its intent. The sam <' statement m ay apply t o "i ncomplete" by a description
of om itted parts of speech .

Therefore , the category Incomple te Sentence (5 . ) was

preferred in analysis of the present da ta . Subdivisions of simple sentences were
believed s imilarl y unnecessary. A simple sentence with or without phrase contains
basicall y a subject and a predi ca te. A simple sentence does not contain a clause,
which distinguishes ii from a co mplex sentenc e.

A simple sentence joined with

another si mple sentence becomes a compound sentence.

Therefore the pres ent

catego r y Simple Sentence (6.) was used . Again , th e McC arlhy - DHI ;s descriptions of "elaborated sentence'' o erlap wi th those of "complex" and "compound "
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sentences. These were then grouped together under Compound-complex Sentence (7.) as the most mature sentence type of the three. Complexity of grammatical construction was found to increase with age by Templin and others.

The

writer interprets Templin's analysis of sentence complexity as discriminatory
against non - standard patte rns of English, because of her device giving weighted
values to sentence types.
8. Action Enumeration: the number of verbs or verb phrases denoting
movement or change in status or behavior, in the verbal sample. Action verb
cotmt is an indicator of content complexity in a child's story. It reveals the level
of interpretation of meaning in the sequence pictures.
9 . Noun Enumerati on: the number of object labels noted in the sequen ce
pictures in Story I , the total numbe r ot nouns use d m Story II .

McCarthy' s r e-

search showed that after three years of age the percentage of nouns to T otal V cabula ry stabtlized a t 20 percent. Templin 's age groups , three t eight years ,
used approximately 17 percent nouns. Noun Enumeration indicates the discrim inalion and utilization of stimuli in a story. However, naming without slating r elati nships is indicative of less matu r e language use.
10. Sequence Count: number of references to sequence a s in expressions
of cause- e ffect , beginning-·end, serial order , and time relationships . Repetitions
within the same sentence we r e not counted.
a.

Examples of references are:

Cause -·effecl: probably , why , how come, if. • • then , because,
so;

b.

Beginning- end : started to , getting ready to , that ' s all , that's
the end , I'm done, I'm finished, I'm through;
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c.

Serial order: first, next, still, again, already, then,
so, after, in front of, behind;

d.

Time relationships: wait a minute , now, once upon a
time, next week , then, yesterday, today, tomorrow.

Sequence count may indicate the level of organization in a child ' s story. It was
speculated that an increase in Sequence Count showed growth in language use.
For analysis of the data, mean group scores of the ten measures were
used on pre - and posttest , in Story I and in Story II .

The verbal samples which provided the data for analysis were derived from
two tasks in individual testing before and after the treatment program. The tes ting
was conducted during weeks 2 and 10 of the program.

The setting for testing was

a separate office - like room with table and chairs , rug, and a tape recorder.

The

same room used for testing was used for tutoring the subjects during the treatment
period.

Testing of all 27 pretest subjects and 25 posttest subjects was administered

by the researcher in random order.

Most of the children had had an opportunity to

use the tape recorder during the adaptation sessions in their classrooms. During
adaptation , a total of three hours in one classroom and two hours in the other , the
children became familiar with the examiner in the role of teacher aide . The
examiner's characteristics of being a white middle - class teacher, age 38 , may
have influenced the testing situation.
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The two tasks presented in testing were designed to elicit samples of
interpretive and imaginative language . The tasks contrasted on several dimensions: describing vs . relating; structure vs. spontaneity; restricted vs. free
movement; school- type task vs. simulated play. A task of describing pictures was
assumed easier than a task of making up a story to fit a character , therefore the
Interpretive Story task was presented before the Imaginative Story task. The stimuli for Interpretive Story I were six 2-3/ 4 by 4-1/ 2 inch colored commercial drawings: Sequential Picture Cards II (Developmental Learning Materials, Chicago,
illinois). The task required the subject to arrange the pictures on the line and then
tell what happened in each picture. Imaginative Story II stimuli were six cardboard
figures chosen by the subject from 25, which he moved around the rug (pretest) or
table (postlest) while telling the story. The figures of people, farm animals and
pets were from Story Sets (The Judy Company, Minneapolis, Minnesota). They
were three to six inches tall. An 11 by 11 inch painted cardboard box served as
playhouse for the figures with a cut-out door and a fitted rug. Use of the house was
optional. The sequence pictures on pretest depicted a boy sleigh riding; on posttest,
a boy riding a bike. The standup figures on pretest included a three-generation
family, farm animals and pets; on posttest another three-generation family, more
children and pets.

Photographs of the test materials are given in Appendix C.
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The testing procedure was standardized in orde r and amount of the
examiner's verbalization , anrl m ay be outl ined as follows:

Pre test Story I

Pretest Stor y II

1. Inst r uc tions ,
2. Examiner's demonstration,
3. In structi ons repeated ,
4 . Subject's task
a . A r range pictures ,
b. Describe .

1.
2.
3.
4.

Posttest

Sto~

1. Recalling pretesting procedure ,
2. Instructions ,
3. Subj ec t's task
a . Arrange pictures,
b . Desc ribe .

Instructions ,
Subject's first trial ,
Instructions r epeated ,
Subject' s task
a. Choose figures,
b . Tell story.

Posttest Story II
1. Recall pretesting procedure ,
2 . Instructions ,
3. Subject's task
a. Choose figures ,
b . T ell story ,

The examiner demonstrated pretest task I using a s e t of three seque nce pictu r es
of a duck and a pond , arranging the m in order and telling a brief story about
them . On pret est task II it was realized that a demonstrat ion by the exam iner
might influence the s ubject's story plot. A trial run was allowed each child befo r e
the test sample was r ecorded. Story I ve rbal sample was restricted duri ng data
analysis to those responses which pertained to the pictures . Extraneous mate rial
was deleted.

Story II ve rbal sample was open-ended , ha ving begun after the child

isolate d six figures to use . The conclusion of Story II was signalled by the subject.
If this was not clea r by his statement or behavior, the examiner aske d, "Is t ha t

all of your sto ry o r would you like to tell som e more?" It was frequently neces sary to r epeat brief encouragement and directions a fter the child accomplished the
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first part of each task (a . above) to help him get sta rted , by saying , "Good ,
.Tohnny, now tell me a story about them " or " Look at each picture now and tell
me what happened . " Expressions used in encouragem ent we r e taken from the
original instructions; care was taken not to a dd a new element to the task . The
testing procedures we re applie d consist ently to all su bjects , as much as possibl e .
A number of une peeled va riables worth noting grew out of the child r en 's
myriad reactions to the testing . The wi de varia bili ty of perfo rmance was noted
between subjects and between te stings for the same subjec t , in behavi or. Some
children a ppea r ed qui et and subdued in the separate room , in contrast to their
class room beha vwr .

These child r en usually had trouble getting started on a task

a nd handl ed the materials cautiously.

Some we r e aware of the presenc e of the

m icrophone and r eco rder . One felt threatened: " Don ' t t ell me wi th this ' " Other
children became mvolved in the tasks immedi a tely and enthusiasticall y and
seem ed to ignore the examiner and tape r e corde r . A few children applied th e pro·cedure from Story l t o Story Il , i. e . afte r arranging pictures in a row, they late r
li ned up the figures in a row and d .sc r ibed them one by one . Th is was interpre ted
as ada ptive behavio r , applying previous success to a new , unfamilia r task . Several
children had difficulty limiting th ei r choice to s ix figures as instructed , although
as s i stance

as given in counting figures cho sen and in returning the r emainde r to

the box. A high level of activity in playing

ith the s tandup figures wa s accom -

panied by run - on sentences or s taccato phrases. During the storytelling , e speci a l ly on posttest, the disadvantage of tuto r a cting as exa m iner becam e apparent.
Many children tried to engage the exa m ine r in conver sa tion and we r e distressed
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by the examiner's wi thdrawaL

One indication of the e ffect of the testing situa -

tion on the c hild 's amount and quality of verbalization wa s pa rt icularly obvious .
After Story II was completed, t he exa m iner m a de notes while the subject "as
allowed to continue playing wi th the standup figu r es.

Re pea tedly, the child ' s

manner r e laxed and his talking became more na tural a nd flu ent in play . Sigel
and Pe rry (196 8) made similar obse r vations n verbal beha vio r outside the test
context. The variabili ty of behavior lends support to Cowan's et al. (1967)
rem inder that sti m ulus and examine r effec ts profoundly influence the child ' s
ve rba l performance in a testing situation.
The tape r ecorded stories were transcribed by the res earche r the same
day of tes ting to assure greate r accuracy in transc r ipti on. The protocol s we r e
later edited for accuracy afte r a second hea ring . Neve rtheless , transc r ibing
tails subjective e rro r .

en ~

Length of r esponse was de te rmined by breathing space

(cf. Appendix A) , whi ch was often difficult to judge.

Certain expre ssions in dia -

lect or bilingual intonation may not have been transcribed accu rately (as " he ' s''
o r " hi s ").

The tapes we re gene r a lly clear, although the softness of some voices

and occasiona l background noises distorted a few responses .
Th e researcher rated the pre - and pos tte st protoc ol s. In scoring, rules
followed for wo rd count , sentence count and classificat ion we r e adapte d from
T emplin's procedure . Additional rules we r e s peci fied by the r esea rcher . These
rules are given in Appendix A. Rater r eli abil ity was assessed by submitting the
pretest protocols to two independent rate rs from the Depa rtment of Fa mily and
Child Development , Utah State University , fo r s pot- checking. Table 7 indicates
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the rater reliability as exp r essed by percentage of agreement between three
raters on selected pret.,st stories and va r iables .

Pe rcentage of agreement

was determined by total count of th r ee raters on a measure divided by total
count plu s difference count.

Tabl e 7.

Percentage of agreem ent among three raters on 12 va r iables in fiv e
subjects' pretest sto r ies

Variables

Story I

Story II

(%)

(%)

Total Vocabula ry

100

100

Vocabulary of Use

98

99

100

100

Action Enumeration

94

100

Noun Enumeration

98

100

100

100

Verbal Output

Sequence Count

Comple te agreement was found by two raters on the three sentence complexity
categories for one subject's pretest, although further subdivisions revealed
a difference of one sentence within Incomplet es and one within Simple Sentences.
MLR , a ratio of Total Vocabulary to Verbal Output , wa s not included.
No measure of tes t - r etes t r eliabi lity was compute d in the s tudy .

G1ven

the dive r sity of ve rbal expression which refle cted the many process va r iables
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operative in each te sting situation , it is doubtful that test- retest reliability would
be high . A determination of inte rnal consistency for the m ea sures was provide d
by the resJdual correlation m a trices for pretes t Story I and pretest Story II ,
based on combined experimental and control scores (Tables 4 and 5),
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FINDINGS

The major findings of this study were:
1.

The experimental group showed significant verbal expression growth

from pre- to posttest in three qu antitative measures on an interpretive story telling task , and in four quantitative and four qualitative measures on an imagina tive storytelling task . The gains in expe r imental group mea n scores on Story I
and Story II represent growth in the direction of greater matu r ity of expression
within the developmental scheme of language acquisition described by Lenneberg
(1970) , Menyuk (197 0b) , McCarthy (1954) and Templin (1957) .
2.

By a comparison of group means , the experimentals outperformed the

controls in pre - post gains in seven out of ten measures for the Interpretive
Story I, and in eight out of len measures for the Imaginative Story II . One m ea sure, Total Vocabulary in Story ll , was s tatistically greate r on posttes t for e perimentals than fo r controls .

Hypothesis 1
It was hypothesize d that the experimental group posttest mean score would
exceed the pretest mean score significantly at a probability level of • 05 , on each
of ten verbal expression m easu r es for each s to ry .

The hypothesis received par-

tial support , in the results of 11 out of 20 variables in all.
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Statistical analysis
The Sandler's A test for correlated samples was used to compare within
group pre - post gains , based on raw score differences: sum of diffe rences squared
divided by sum of differences quantity squared. The Sandler' s A is equivalent to
the Student's t-test for correlated samples. Because of the directionally stated
hypothesis, a one - tailed area of values was used.
Significant gains were found for experimental subjects on 11 variables:
Story I

Vocabulary of Use
Action Enumeration
Noun Enumeration

(. 01)
(. 05)
(. 05)

Story II

Total Vocabulary
Vocabulary of Use
Verbal Output
Incomplete Sentence
Simple Sentences
Action Enumeration
Noun Enum eration
Sequence Count

(. 005)
(. 0005)
(. 0005)
(. 01)
(. 0005)
( . 01)
( . 0005)
(. 05)

Table 8 shows withi n group mean pre - and posttest scores for all measures, pre
to post gains , and Sandler's A values based on raw score differ ences .
Within the control group significant pre- post gains we r e found on five
measures:

Story ll

Total Vocabulary
Mean Length Response
Action Enumeration
Noun Enumeration
Sequence Count

(. 05)
(. 025)
( . 05)
(. 01)
(. 05)
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Table 8, Pre - post within group gains on ten measures in Story I and Sto r y II:
means and Sandle r 's A values (based on r aw sco r e di ffe r e nces)

Measure

Total Vocabula r y
pr e
post

Experim ental
Story 1
Sto r y II
X
A
X
A

-

Cont rol
Sto ry I
Story II
X
A
X
A

-

133.90
185 . 90

44 . 77
73. 11

76.00
208 . 66

28 , 34

0. 503 132,66

~

21.77
33.33

33 . 00
76 .22

gain

11.56

0 .2 05 4.3. 22

o. 131°

1. 18 9 .81 0 15. 91 0.386

Verbal Output
pre
post

6. 33
10. 11

12 . 00
0.382 34.55

o. 143°

26.36
9. 09
10 .36 5. 397 32. 72 0. 69 0

gain

3.78

22 .5 5

1. 27

6.36

7.00
7.55

5.44
6. 00

6.81
6.45

5. 00
6.36

gain
Vocabulary of Use
pre

- - -·

Mean Length Response
pre
post

- ----- - -gain

Incompl ete Sentences
pre
post
ga in
Si mple Sentences
pre
post
gai n

·c ompound- complex Sentences
pre
pos t
gain

- - ---·--·-

t

+~

57 . 90
63. 63
0. 148+

-

4. 867

2.88
5.22
2. 34

• 89

• 33
. 88
. 55

5.898

7. 55
17. 11

-

0.877

3. 11
4. 00

-·

. 56

1. 375

. 36

3. 71 8

5. 63
4. 27

.

1. 36 0. 222

15 . 36
18. 72

'<

0. 197 - 1. 36 1. 386

3. 33
14.55

2. 90
5. 27

o. 14t'

2. 37 0. 502

0. 449

.54
. 81
.27 1. 444

1. 11
2.88

0 ~1.7 7

0.357 •

r----

9.56

11.22

52 . 00

55.631
71. 54

28.63
29.81

-- - - f--- - - r---·
.55

5.73 4.364

3. 36 0. 729

9. 63
11. 54
1. 91 1. 666

1. 36
2. 45
1. 09

o. 611

'

-
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Table 8.

Continued

Story I

Measure

-X

Action Enumeration
pre
post

Noun Enumeration
pre
post

Sequence Count
pre
post

. 05 ·t

• 025 "*
• 01 ***
. 005+
. 0005°

-1.23

df

8
8
8

A

11 . 89

o. 293.

14 . 78

**1<
0.217

tailed

6.55

o. 130 0

X

A

. 36 10.00

1. 63

o.265
A

8
10
10
10
10
10

0.368
0. 274
0. 210
0. 181
0. 134

A is significant at a given level if it is equal to or less
than the gi ven p value for n - 1.

-

X

A

11.27
16.54
5.27

0. 314~

17 . 09
25.90
0.827

3.54
3.63

0.368
0. 278
0. 271
0. 190
0. 146

8

-

8.18
9.81

3.22
9. 77
1. 314

Control
::>tory I
Story II

8. 18
8. 54

12.66
27 . 44

3. 11
1. 88

gain

. 05 .
. 025 '*
. 01 **'
. 005+
• 000 5°

0.340

5. 77
3. 34

-X

7. 44
19 . 33

9 . 11

gain

p

A

5.88
8.55
2. 67

gain

Experimental
Story II

. 09 257.00

W'f.*

8. 81 0. 206
5.1 8
6. 72
1. 54

0.306

-
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Descriptive analysis
Figure 1 illustrates the gain in pre - post mean scores for expe r imental
subjects on Total Vocabulary, Vocabulary of Use a nd Verbal Output in Story I and
Story II.

Th e task of Story II produced a more spontaneous approach to the stimuli

pre s ente d.

Whe reas Story I ended when the subject had described the series of six

pictures, Story

n

ended when the subject was fini shed playing with and talking about

six cardboard figures.

This difference was r eflec te d especially in the amount of

gain in Total Vocabulary in Story II . Vocabulary of Use was less than half the T otal
Vocabulary for each story and each group . Templin found the number of different
words to be slightly more than half the total number of words in her samples. Although MLR r e m ai ned r elati vely unchanged from pre- to posttest , the experimental
group made significant ga in s on 8 out of 12 vocabulary measures . These gains
indicate substantial growth in the use of wo rds by the expe r imental subjects in
training .
Qualitative differenc es in the language used by experimental subjects are
s hown in the percentage of pre - and posttest sentence complexity categories in
Figure 2 .

Here the ga in in percenta ge of Incomplete Sentences and the loss in per-

centage of Simple Sentences in Verbal Output for Story I indicate a regression to
less mature verbal expre ssion , qualified by some growth in percentage of Compoundcomplex Sentences. Story U shows s table growth , in that Incompletes decrease and
Simples increase , with liitle change in Compound-complex Sentences . Qualitative
growth over treatment is also shown in the use of action verbs , nouns and se quenc e
references in the stories.

Figure 3 Illustrates the direction of the change in scores

Sto'L.!!_
1
Tota Vocabulary

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

132 · 66

Vocabulary of Use 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111 43.23

Verbal Ou tput

111111111111111111111 22.55

Story I
Total Vocabulary

111111111111111111111111111

Vocabulary of Use

11111111111 11. 56

Verba l Output

101 3. 78
0

Figure 1.
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Gains in pre-post means for experimental subjects on Total Vocabulary , Vocabul ary of Use and
Verba l Output measures in Story I a nd Story II
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.- -
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~
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30

20

Incomplete Simple

Figure 2.

Compoundcomplex

Incomplete

Simple

Com poundcomplex

Percentage of pre- a nd posttest responses in sentence com plexity categories , by experimental subjects in Story I and
Story II
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for experimental and control groups .

Pre to post gains in vocabulary and sen-

tence complexity measures for controlR are given in Appendix D.

It was postulated that the mean pre - post difference for expe rimental subjects would be significantly greater than the mean pre- post difference for control
subjects on each of ten ve rbal expression measures for each story. This hypothesis was not supported , with the exception of the measure of Total Vocabulary
in Story Il.

Statistical analysis
An analysis of covariance was used on selected va riahles to compute the
difference in mean positest scores for expe r imental and control groups.

In the

analysis of covariance ihe posttest score for each measure is adjusted by the diffe r ence in ihe pretes t group scores for thai measure . This test of statistical inference is particularly useful in interpreting data from small samples in which the
variability of individual sc ores is likely to be great.

Covariance analysis adjusts

mean posttest scores to compensate for differences between groups in initial testing . Table 9 gives analysis of covariance data , adjusted means and F- ratios for
selected variables in Story I and Story I!.

01~----------------~

F igure 3 . Comparison of pre- and posttest mean sco r e s on Acti on Enumeration , Noun Enumeration and
Sequence Count for expe r im ental and control subjects in Sto r y I and Story II

-.1

""
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Table 9. Analysis of covariance, adjusted means and F- ratios for selected
variables in Story I and Story II

df

Measure

Adjusted means
E

F - ratio 3

p

c

Total Vocabulary

II

1, 17

74.44

62 . 54

0. 450

1 , 17

251.20

151. 10

5. 197

1 , 17

33. 88

29 . 37

1. 360

1,17

87 . 74

62 . 11

3. 593

1, 17

42 . 14

26 . 51

3.302

1, 17

20 . 74

15 . 75

1. 053

1 , 17

16 .57

9 . 89

2.897

' 05

Vocabulary of Use

II

Verbal Output
11

Incomplete Sentences
11

Simple Sentences
TI

a An F 1 , 17 of 4. 45 is required at the • 05 l evel of significance.

Descriptive

anal~~

For the purpose of closer inspection of experimental and control diffe rences ,
Table 10 gives a comparison of pre- post gains in mean scores with standard errors .
The quantitative vocabulary measures show consistently greater gains by expe rimentals than by controls (with the exception of MLR in Story IT) , the experimental
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Table 10 .

Comparison of experimental and control group pre - post gains on ten
measures in Story I and Story lJ: means and standard errors

Measure

Total Vocabulary
pre
post
gain
Vocabulary of Use
pre
post
gain
Verbal Output
pre
post
gain
Mean Length R esponse
pre
post
gain

Story I
Experimental
Control

-X

SE

44 . 77
73 . 11

10. 57
12.65

28.34

21.77
33.33

7. 00
7.55

5.22
2 .34

Simple Sentences
pre
post

3.11
4.00

gain

-

gain

2.88

1. 57
2 . 03

• 55

57.90
63 . 63

9 . 56
11.44

28 .63
29.81

3.66
2.47

9. 09
10.36

• 87
. 65

6.81
6.45

1. 42
1. 84

• 81
1. 01

. 79
• 59

5 .63
4 . 27
- 1.36

1. 05
1. 42

2 .9 0
5. 27

.73
• 91

.54
• 81
.27

SE

X

21.30 133.90
40 . 32 185 . 90

132 .66

52.00

7 . 52 55 . 63
33.00
76 . 22 11.08 71.54

12 . 00
34.55

5 . 44
6.00

3.70
6. 24

• 97
. 70

6.8 0
10.02

26.36
32 . 72

1.34
5.64

5.00
6 . 36

• 88
.63

1. 36
2. 37
3.63

3.33
14 . 55

1. 74
2.59

1. 77

19 .27
36 . 47

6 . 36

7. 55
17 . 11
9 . 56

1.11
2.88

SE

15 .9 1

15 . 36
18.72

2.14
3.29

3. 36

11.22

.20
• 32

-

76 . 00
208 . 66

.54

2.37

.23
• 35

X

22 . 55

- . 36
1.16
1. 57

-

43.22

1. 27

• 89

.33
.88

SE

1.18

.55

Incomplete Sentences
pre
post
g"din

Compound - complex
Sentences
pre
post

4.05
2.73

3. 7 8

-·

X

5.73

11.56
6.33
10.11

-

Storv II
Experimental
Control

9.63
11. 54

1. 57
2 .34

1. 91

• 51
1. 07

1. 36
2. 45
1. 09

. 46
. 96

--
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Table 10. Continued.

Measure

Story I
Experimental
Control

-

X

Action Enumeration
pre
post
gain
Noun Enumeration
pre
po st
gain
Sequence Count
pre
post
gain

5.88
8.55

SE
1. 08

. 89

2.67

5.77
9.11

X

8. 18
8.54

SE
.98
. 80

• 36

1. 38
1. 29

3.34

3. 11
1. 88

-

8.1 8
9. 81

.98
1.1 7

1. 63

1. 43
. 86

- 1.23

3.54
3.63
• 09

1. 29

.7 8

Story II
Experimental
Control

-X

7.44
19 .33

-X

SE
1.91
4.00

11.27
16.54

11.89

5.27

12.66
27 . 44

3.63 17 . 09
5. 25 25 . 90

14 .78

8.81

3. 22
9. 77

1. 87
2.36

6.55

gain more than doubling the control gain on 10 out of 12 variables .

5. 18
6.72

SE
1.72
3.62

3.29
4.75

1. 69
2. 14

1. 54

Figures 4 and

5 illustrate these comparisons. A group compari son of the mean number of Incomplete and Simple Sentences is given in Fig"ure 6. Story I shows the experimental
group's regression in these qualitative measures along with the control group 's
progress. Story II shows a m ixed pattern of growth fo r both groups, with the
greatest increase in Simple Sentences for expe rimentals. As to the complexity of
content of verbal expression , the experi mental group gained more than the control
in the use of action ve rbs and nouns in both storie s . Sequence Count by controls
remained relatively stable while experi mental subjects used less references to
sequenc e from pre to po st in Story

r, and more refe rences in Story

fl .

Figures
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Total Vocabulary
E

175

c

Vocabulary of Use
E

c

Verbal Output
E

c

pre post

150

125

100

5

2

Figl.tre 4.- Pre- and posttest means on three vocabulary measures in Story I
for experimental and control groups
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Fi gure 5.

Pre- a nd posttest means on three vocabulary measures in Sto ry II
for experim ental and control groups
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pre
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Figure 6. Pre- and posttest mean number of Incomplete and Simple
Sentences in each story for experimental and control groups
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7 and 8 portray the relative gains of experimentals and controls on Action Enumeration, Noun E numeration and Sequence Count .
Although the hypothesized significant gain for experimentals over controls
materialized only in Tota l Vocabulary of Story II , experimental group means
showed consistent advantage over control group means on quantitative and qualitative m easures for both stories. Experimentals, howeve r , produced more Incomplete
Sentences in both stories and trailed controls in Simple Sentences and Sequence
Count for Story I, and in MLR for Story II.
In summary , these findings s how that amidst a verbal bom bardment enrichment program for Head Start children , short successive s e ssions of intensive language instruction with small groups can be effective in rai sing the level of verbal
expression performance.

Dis cuss ion
Meaning of the findings in
r elation t o objectives
The majo r objective of the present study was to conduct an intensive language program with Head Start children which would i mprove their verbal expressian performance .

The language program was based on story reading, active

verbal participation by the childr en , and daily tutori ng . The researcher believes
that th e language program carried out in the study contributed to the pa rtial support of Hypothesis 1, that the experi m ental group would gain significantly from preto posttest on each ve rbal expre ssi on measur e.
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Action Enumera tion
E

c

Noun Enumeration
E

c

Sequence Count

c

E

.

--

-

:··::;::::~

30

pre post

25

20

15

lO

Figure 7.

--

Comparison of ga in s by experimental a nd control groups in mean
scores on Action Enum eration, Noun Enumeration and Seq uenc e
Count for Story I
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Action Enumeration
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c

Noun Enumeration
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E

Sequence Count
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Figure 8 . Comparison of gains by experimental and control groups in mean
scores on Action Enumeration, Noun Enumera t ion a nd Seque nc e
Count for Story II
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A second objective of the study was to present a valid academic program
to the Head Start children who served as control subjects , based on skills other
than language use. The researcher believes that the actual academic program
which necessarily included specific vocabula ry and reasoning language instruction,
contributed in part to the lack of support of the findings for Hypothesis 2, that the
experimental group's pre-post difference would be significantly greater than the
control group's pre - post difference on each verbal expression measure .
A further objective in the research design was to measure erbal expression performance by presenting two different tasks to the child in t esti ng and to
ana lyze the resultant data by ten broadly based criteria . The criteria which were
used demonstra ted that on can measure verbal expression in its quantitative and
qualitati e aspects , there by revealing a pattern of performance in r esponse to
specific storytelling tasks.

The findings r veal variability in performance between

tasks and within groups. The experimental group achieved i ts greatest gains in
vocabulary measurPs in the i ma ginative storytelling task. The control group
showed steady improvement in most measures , but it was overshadowed by that of
the experimental group.

Factors in the research design
and process
Certain factors in the r e sea rch design and process operated as contamina tion influences upon the data of the study. The researcher's ctivity a s sole tutor
and examine r undoubtedly introduced some bias which affected the e perimental
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subjects' performance both positively and negatively.

Tea cher expectations may

have conveyed inadvertently po sitive effects upon performance; refusal to interact with the child during testing may have dampened performance . It is believed
that a high level of rapport was established with all the subjects ove r the tutoring
period, an advantage of the equal attention design.

This continued buildup of rap-

port during tutoring may have contributed to better performance of both groups on
posttest. The degree of objectivity attained in testing may have been a source of
contamination. McDill et al. (1969) noted that the test- retest regression phenomenon predicts a higher score by the subject on retest without any increased
knowledge. Overall progress in verbal expression by both groups reveals also
the effect of language emphasis in the Head Start classroom experience. The objectivity of one pe r s on r ecording , transcribing , and scoring the data may be questioned . Spot- checking by independent raters showed close agreement in sco ring
selected measures , which lessened possible experim enter e rror ,
The eclectic Head Start program scheduling resulted in lost days of tutoring and at times shortened tutoring periods. A minor problem developed from the
expediency of removing a group of children from the reg-ular classroom for
separate instruction. This did not create an ideal l earning climate. There was a
fe eling of competition for the child r en's time between the Head Start teachers and
the researcher, which was only partially resolved by renewed mutually cooperative
attempts to fit the research study into the daily plans of the Head Sta ct classroom.
Inva riably some children were interrupted in the m idst of a learning activity to
attend the tutoring session. Attrition of subjects presented a major problem .
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Although the initia l numbe r of subjects (2 8) was chosen to allow for attri tion,
the Joss of subjects occurre d mainly among the e pe rim ental s (cf. Sample) and
m a inly among the ve rbally u lgoi ng and r e sponsi ve subjects. The small total
number of subjects in th , r andom sa mple resulted in an une ven di stribution of
verbal expre ssi veness , as noted by compari son of pret e st group mean scores.
Whe the r thi s fac to r influen ced the amount of learning during tutoring i s not known.

Verbal expressi on m r ela ti on to te sting and tutoring approache s
In order to inte rpret the particula r gains made by e ither group from pre
to postte st , one n eeds to con s ide r the nature

f the te stmg ta ks a s well as the

tuto ring progra m s . The s truc t r e of the tasks in t s t ing d te rm ined thei r diffi culty and lhe kind of r spons ,s engende r e d . It was beli ev ed easie r for a s ubject
to describe a seri es f pic tures , .inte rpre ting wha t happene d m the illustrated
story (1), than to make up a s t ry to tit some play cha r ac te rs , imagining what
would happen to them in a thi nh 'ng -out- loud m ono! gu . (II).
finite,

th e second opE-n- ended.

The fi rst task was

It became obvious to th ee aminer that most sub-

jects on pre te st an d mos t contr I subj e cts on posttest did not understand what it
meant to " tell a story" , i.e . minimally there must be a subject , some action , a
beginning and an end to one ' s s tor y.

Adaptati on strate gi e s frequently used by sub-

jects faced with the unce rtainty of task JJ were:
a . to identify the figure s ,
b. to describe th e figure s' clothing,
c . to line up the figur e s and c ount the m ,
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d. to move the figures around, in and out of the house, saying
little about or for them , or
e . to have a mock battle with figures chasing and !mocking down
other figures, accompanied by exclamatory phrase s .

The story tasks diffe red also in type of manipulation of materials that was required. Story I followed the subject 's manua lly arranging the pictures along a
taped line on the table . St ory II accompanied the subject's free movement of the
standup figures on rug (prete st) o r tabl e (postle t) , in and out of the house. As
a r e sult of these diffe r ence s in structure and activily, on might expect fewer,
longer s entences in the Interpretive Story and more, s ho rte r

entences in the

Imaginati ve Sto ry . An in specti on of Table 8 Ve rbal Output and MLR shows this to
be the case . (The a rbi.tra r y r es tric t! n of Story I sample am umed to deleting one
or two extraneous

re marh ~.)

The tutoring t chn.i qu s and ma t .r ials cont r ibute d t the subjec ts' improved
response to the storytelling ta ks . In the tuto r ing program exper imental subjects
were read 14 illustra ted sto r ies which th y practic ed r e telling with the use of the
book's pictures and flannel board figures.

They associated story content with illustra-

lions , learning to interpre t pictures and word meanings . They heard and used a
variety of new words . The sto r ie s th emse lves were full of action highly interesting
to a preschool child. Th e s e facto rs in the trea tment progra m may account for the
experimental group 's significant gains in Vocabulary of Use (. 01) , Action Enumeration (. 05) and Noun Enum erati n (. 05) in Interpreti ve Story I.
Ima.ginaiive Story U showe d a greater number and more highly significant
gains by th e experim<'ntal group than the first story. Total Vocabulary(. 01) ,
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Vocabulary of Use (. 0005), Verbal Output (. 0005) and Noun Enumeration (. 0005)
increased from pre- to posttest. Sentence structure showed mixed improvement:
growth in Simple Sentences (. 0005) but also an increase in Incomple te Sentences
(. 01) . Significant growth occurred in Action Enumeration (, 01) and in Sequence
Count (. 01). Growth in ocabulary measures wa s attributed to the experience of
hearing and telling stories and to the emphasis on active participation by each
subject.

It is postula ted that as preschool children experience success and the

powe r of verbal exp r ession before an appreciative audience, not only does complexity of sentence grow but also speed in speaking. It was observed in this study
that very verbal children often said so much so fast , it was difficult for the
listener to separate distinct sentences. Also , in the telegraphic speech found to
be typical of the preschool child, utterances classify as grammatically incomplete .
It follows that increased verbal exl)ression would include inc reased use of both

types of sentences, simple an d incompl ete. The tutoring progr a m provided daily
opportunity for the individual chJld to exp r ess hi mselJ and be heard by others.
Thi s was carried out b discussi on of the day's story, relating personal experi ences, retelling a story with flannel board , and dramatizati on .
It is an inte resting finding that Sequence Count in Story II by experimental

subjects gained (. 01) over tutoring while their sequence references in Story I declined. Sequential order was stressed in story reading and retelling during tutoring.

Possibly, practice in the skill of ve rbally putting together a familiar story

in sequential order ena bles the child to transfer this skill to constructing an
imaginative plot of his own (II). Why then did this practice not assist the child in
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interpreting story content in the sequence pictu res? It is possible that some experimental subjects followed the

in~t ructions

of the testing task T literally by

describing the individual pictures, not seeing them as a composite story, but as
s epara te sets of detail to b named.

There were in fact si approaches to task I

by the subjects on pre- and p sttest, summarized below , which indica te degrees
of awareness of sequence, in dec reasing order.
a.

Subject summed up ove rall situation in one or two sentences, then
after being directed to look at each picture , described sequence
relating io topical sentence;

b.

Subject arranged pictures in sequence left to right, then described
each as a part of the sequence of events , left to right;

c.

Subject arranged pictures left to right choosing at random , then
looked at pictures in random orde r to r elate sequence of events;

d.

Subject arranged pictur es left to right randomly , then de scribed
each picture in order a rranged with added comment to make
sense out of that order, so that story hung together;

e.

Subject a r ranged pictures left to right randomly, then treated
each picture as a sepa r ate entity regardless of o rder in whtch described, each boy a diffe r ent boy in the picture; subject even expressed surprise in fin ding si milarities between pictures , as
s a m e bik e , same o r anothe r bloody knee ;

f.

Subject used a de tail of one picture to relate to self, to fantasize
o r pe r sonalize, needing direction to finish task .

The failure to utilize the sequencing skill in Story T may be interpre ted from another
perspecti e. Sigel and others (1966, 1967) found that disadvantaged children have
difficulty achiev.i ng a r epresentati nal , infe r ential inte rpretation of picture elem en ts. The tutoring experience given experimental subjects in th e present study,
in interpreting the m eaning of illustrations in conjunction wi th stories, may not
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have been sufficient to alter a basic approach to pictures which is functional and
descriptive , rather than inferential.
The control group showed no significant gains from pre to post in Story I
but gained significantly in Story 11 on Total Vocabulary (, 05), MLR (. 025) , Action
Enumeration (. 05) , Noun Enumeration (. 01) and Sequence Count (. 05).

The aca-

demic program for controls presented a variety of materials in a variety of ways.
Expressive language was not encouraged , nor was it discouraged. Specific labeling vocabulary for objects and functions was taught in games and identification of
materials. McAfee's (1967) style of using precise sentences in tutoring was followed.

The acade mic program was as structured as the language program in some

respects: instructions and demonstrations were given; tasks were defined; cause
and effect reasoning was used; and learning was reviewed and reinforced. There
was more manipulation of materials by control subjects during tutoring. Karnes
eta!, (1970) considered verbalization accompanied by manipulal "on of concrete
mate rials , as in the game format or science actlvi ties, to be the most productive
mode of establishing new verbal responses.
New vocabul.ary and concepts were taught through manipulation of the puzzle
pieces, Animals and Their Homes, for example. Initially the control subjects were
allowed to work the puzzle pieces as a group, undirected . Their approach to matching the pieces was an erratic trial and erro r method of interlocking the pieces with
no attempt at using the pi lures or idea of animal and hom e as clues.

The gam e

was th n structured so that each child held a ce rt ain number of pieces and upon
laking a turn , identified an animal picture and asked for the appropri a te home for
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the animal.

New vocabula ry was suggested when needed. A child was not given

a matching pi e ce until he identified or repeated the name of animal and home .
The feely box , an enclosed shoe box with hand holes on each end, was
used in teaching identification of materials.

The child wa s asked to feel an object

and tell what it was before bringing it into view .
bels for common obj ects.
function , however.

The control subjects lacked la-

They were able to use descriptive terms of form or

In identifying a bean bag, one boy stated, "It's a big thing--

soft--has something in it." A girl upon feeling the rubber suction t ip of a toy arrow commented, "Oh, I know--a thing you put in the toilet , " with reference to a
rubber plunger . A large paper clip was identified as "a thing you pick up pape r
with." Through manipulating materials in this way the control subjects learned
specific labeling vocabulary .
The significant growth by controls in vocabulary and sequence measures
cannot be attributed solely to the placebo scatter- gun tutoring approach which was
used , howeve r, when one considers that a great deal of language was being used by
the children in the Head Start classrooms.

For ins tance, two control subjects were

overheard debating such topics as the r eality of TV mon sters ve r sus the Deeburger
Clown , and the behavior of alligators in a tank at the zoo . The stimulation of the
total Head Start program contributed to the children ' s vocabulary growth .
For a direct comparison of verbal expression by individual subjects, verbatim verbal samples representi ng experimental and control subjects' performance
in both stories are given in Appendix E , along with appropriate scores on the ten
measures.
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Tables 9 and 10 and Figures 3 through 8 illustrate the extent to which
the experimental group outperformed the control group in the tasks of "telling
a story" following the tutoring program. The group differences in means represent greater flu ency but also increased power of vocabulary on the part of experimental subjects. A comparison of pre-post gains by each group in Story II
(Figures 5, 6 and 8) points out a difference in the quality of verbal expression
growth: whereas the control group gained significantly in sheer number of words
and longer sentences, the experimental group gained significantly not only in number of words but in variety of word usage and in number of sentences , especially
simple sentences. The experimentals' improvement in variety of vocabulary was
consistent across both storytelling tasks . Both experimental and control groups
advanced significantly in use of sequence in Story 11, a finding which may be attributed to the attenti on directed toward cause- e ffect and se rial order in both
tutoring programs .
If greater gains for experimentals in vocabulary measures , in simple sen -

tence construction, in use of verbs denoting action, and in awareness of sequence
are a result of the language stimulation program , it would be profitable to take a
closer look at the stories used in tutoring.

The stories utili zed (cf. Appendix B)

were about animals and/or children in problem - solving situations. These problem s usually were resolved successfully by the children, with quiet humor, against
a background of family security and acceptanc e. About half the books were stories
of fantasy , half of reality.

The stories may be classified according to emphasis

on these four aspects, as in Table 11.
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Tabl e 11.

Classification of 14 stories used in tutoring, by content emphasis
Child
triumphs

Story
The Carrot Seed

X

Family
security

Humor

Fantasy

X

Are You My Mother?

X

X

Just Follow Me

X

X

Nobody Listens to Andrew

X

X

Ask Mr. Bear

X

X

The Gingerbread Man

X

Indian Two Feet

X

Six Foolish Fishermen

X

X

X

X

X

Chieken L icken

X

Whistle for Willie

X

Where the Wild Things Are

X

Good l-11mting , Little Indian

X

X

X

The Magic Fish
Humbug Witch

X

X

X

Can the experience of hea ring and retelling imaginative stories be used to
foster i magina tive storytelling by preschool children? The present study does not
answe r this question conclusi ely. By studying the protocols, the researcher
found a definite trend toward more imaginative storytelling mong e· perimental
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subjects.

Pre- and posttest stories (II) were tabulated in categories of discern-

ible and improved plot construction. Table 12 show s the number of subjects in
each group who used more imaginative plot constructi on from pre - to posttest
in Story II.

Columns 3 a nd 5 indicate growth in i ma ginative plot construction in

th e ch ildren ' s stories.

Table 12.

Number of
subjects

Number of experimental and control subjec ts producing more imaginative plot in Story II posttest

No plot on
pre- or
post te s t

No plot on
prete st;
plot on
posttest

Plot on pretest; simiJar plot on
posttest

Plot on prePercentage
te st; e xpanded
subjects
plot on
with imposttest
proved plot
(%)

9 E

2

2

0

llC

4

3

2

·--

Anecdotal evidence of

5

77

2

45

- -

lan!@~_9wth

It would be an oversimplification to base all indications of growth in verb-

a! exp ression by Head Start children on numerical count of testing evidence. Admittedly subjective but illustrative anecdotes indicate an increased awareness of
language.
During a demonstration of the uses of string , the researcher tied together
two wooden blocks a nd asked, "Why can 't you pull the blocks apa rt? " Some control subjects r e sponded by trying to pull the blocks apart , not verbalizing their
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ideas or experience. In a s econd demonstration , subject s pulled the blocks
whil e verbalizing, "It doesn 't break because it's a r ope." "I can take it apart."
"You can use a knife to cut it."
Experimental subjects enj oyed reproducing a story's dialogue in the rete lling and they often embellished the author ' s expressions wiih thei r own idiom .
The Magic Fish's s tandard regal r eto r t , "What is it now?" beca me in one girl ' s
version , an insistent, "Now wha t! You keep on worryin' m e ! "
V/hile choosing standup figures prior to telling Sto r y non posttest, a con trol subject commented on the figures , "Stand 'em over here.

When I get ready

open th' door , she gon' gil it , she gon' bonk down! " Then she hastily translated
he r obse r vation for the benefit of the tutor , ' 'She gon ' fall down , huh."
One girl arrived in the tutoring room spouting jibbe r ish , experimenting
with sounds in an effort to im itate Spanish intonation she had heard . Another
child felt addressed , r eprimanding her indignantly , " You do not s peak the Indian
way! Spea k English !"
An example of new vocabulary learned and assim ilated ca me to for e in the
comme nts of one expe r imental s ubject . Upon hearing the repeated phrase from
Just Follow Me , " Littl e Dog asked, , • . " she questioned , "Why do you call Little
Dog , 'Asked'?" Three weeks later the sa me gi rl greeted the tutor in the classroom,
" You didn't ask to com e in our r oom!"
These anecdotes exemplify a growing awareness of language uses: in reasoning, in ela borating, in translating codes, in ethnic identity, and in l earning vocabula r y m eanings . Such evidence of growth should not be ove rlooked .
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Findings in relation to other studies
Due to methodological differences in various studies of verbal expression,
it is misleading to compa r e scores in language measures as an indication of age
or a bility levels. Table 6 shows the between study disparity in intercorrelations
of measures.

Mean Length Response ranged in the present study between means

of 5. 00 to 7. 55 over treatments and groups .

Templin reported an MLR of 5. 70

for her total sample at age 5. 0. In the present study, MLR increa sed s ignificantly for controls in Story ll, from 5 . 00 to 6. 36 per remark.

MLR was consis-

tently higher for both groups in Interpretive Story I (an average MLR 6. 70) than
in Imaginative Story II (an average MLR 5. 80) . As Cowan eta!. (1967) pointed
out, MLR is not as r eliable a m easure as suggest ed .in earlier s tudies, due to its
varia bility under differing s timulus and examiner influences .
Mean percentages of responses in sentence complexity categories were reported in studies by Mc Carthy (1930), Davis (19 37) and Templin (1957) .

Table 13

gives a comparison of data from these studies with that of the present study.

The

percentages of r esponses from the pre sent study are based on a mean of 34. 5
r esponses (by the experimental group, po sttest Story II) , instead of the standard
50 r esponses.

P ercenta ges of sentence types vary greatly between studies for

comparable ages of subjects.
Templin compared the percentage of nouns in Total Vocabulary used by
age groups in he r sam ple with that r eported by McC a rthy •
. . • stability in the distribution in parts of speech of all words
uttered after 3 years agr ees with the r e sults of the McCarthy
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study on preschool children .•• . After three yea rs the percentage of nouns used by he r [McCarthy 's ] sample was sta bilized nea r 20 per cent. .. • (Templin, 1957 , p . 102)

Table 13. Mean percentage of responses in each of three sentence categories
as fou nd by McCarthy, Davis, Templin, and Sternad
Sentence co mplexit~ categories
Incomplete
Simple Compound-complex

Investigato r

N

Mean age
in years

(%)

( %)

(%)

Mc Carth/b

20

4 .5

40.0

46.9

12.9

60

4.5

31.6

53.8

14.3

9

4.7

49.5

42 . 1

8.3

60

5. 0

29.8

52 .6

16. 8

(not given)

5.5

54.4

37.2

8.2

Templin
Sternad

a

c

Templina
Davis a

aA dapte d from Te mplin, Table 43 , p. 84 , combined r ows .
buata based on comprehensibl e r em a rk s only.
c Pe r centages based on 34.5 r esponses .

Figure 9 indicates the r eport ed m ean perc entage of nouns used by subjects at
age levels three to five yea r s based on Total Vocabulary. The present data
agreed more closely with T emplin than with McCarthy.
The findings of the language intervention program are comparable to the
results of programs described in Table 1. Cazden ' s (1965) expatiation group ,
Stern and Keisla r 's (1969) parallel prompting group , Blank an d Solomon's
(1968 ) tuto r ed group 2 (three times/week) and Edwards and Stern's (1970) Ian guage groups exhibi te d qualifi ed superiority over comparison groups in ve rbal
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expression and other language measures. The present experimental group
achieved proportionately greater gains in verbal expression than the comparison
control group , as shown in Table 10.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Summary
Research on the disadvantage d pre dicts that the low income preschooler
will become an underachieve r in public school unless effective intervention
strategies are found which will activate his potent ial in Head Start. A m ajor
handicap for this child is believed to be his langua ge use. It is the goal of Head
Start to devel op the disadvantaged child' s sk ills to pr epare him for success in
school.
The purpose of the present experimental study was to conduct and to evaluate one teaching method in improving verbal expression performance of Head
Sta r t children . The language stimulation program was based on story reading
and r etelling with active participation by the children in small group tutoring sessions.

Tutoring proceeded an average of four days per week for seven weeks.

Growth in verbal expression was determined by an analysi s of sto ries told by each
s ubj ect befo r e and after tutoring , in response to two types of sti muli , sequence
pictures and standup figures. Quantitative vocabulary m easu r es and qualitative
vocabulary, sentence structure and sequence m easur e s were u sed in a nalyzing
the stories.
Two morning Hea d Start classes in Ogden, Utah, contributed subjects for
the study. The children were randomly as signed to two treatment groups, experimental and control , so that each classroom contributed half its enrollment to each
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group.

Twenty- seven children took part in the study, of whom twenty were used

for the final sample: nine experimental and eleven control subjects.
Small groups of experimental subjects were tutored in the language stimulati on program. Small groups of control subjects were tutored on an equal attention basis, in an academic program which emphasized the skill areas of numbers ,
directional games, and science activities.
The research study investigated the following hypotheses , that:
1.

There would be a significant gain in the mean posttest score over the

mean pretest score for experi mental subjects on each of ten verbal expression
measures.

2.

The mean posttest score for experimental subjects would be signifi -

cantly greater than the mean posttest score for control subjects on each of ten
verbal expression measures,
Data were evaluated by comparison of group mean gains on the verbal expression
measure s . Statistical analyses were carried out for Hypothesis 1 with the Sandler 's A test for correlated samples, and with analysis of covariance for selected
va r ia bles in Hypothesis 2.
Hypothesis 1 was partially supported in that significant gains were made
in 11 of 20 total verbal expression criteria , at, 05 to , 0005 levels . Hypothesis 2
was not confirmed statistically in 19 criteria, with Story fi Total Vocabulary being
the only significantly greater adjusted posttest score for experimentals than for
controls , at the , 05 level. A comparison of group means, however , indicated important growth in the direction of Hypothesis 2 in 14 other measures . The greater
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gains in experimental group means represented growth in greater maturity of
expression for those children who received the short-term language training,
The language stimulation program utilized techniques of adult- child
meaningful interaction in brief daily small group sessions,

These teclmiques

were: presentation of high interest problem-solving stories; interpretation of
picture and story content; one - to - one dialogue; expatiation in response to the
child; active participation of the child in storytelling; and dramatization.
The academic program for control subjects offered a varie ty of materials
and activities with emphasis on: specific vocabulary, manipulation , cause - effect
reasoning, directions and number concepts.

The characteristics of training in

both programs were believed to be contributing factors to the kinds of growth
exhibited by the respective subjects ,

-Conclusions
- -- - -fn conclusi on , the findings indicate that the development of verbal expression of Head Start children can be accelerated by teaching m ethods . An intensive
language stimulation program based on story reading does have merit in improving
the verbal expression of Ogden Head Start children. More than one method may be
effective , however . The experimental language training program was not sufficiently different in scope fro m the academic incidental language training of control
subj ects , to show conclusi e superiority of the story readi ng teaching method and
materials evaluated.

Longe r duration of the language training might r eveal more
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significant gains in performance . The small number of subjects used in the
study makes it difficult to determine whether one method is, in fact , more effective than the other in improving verbal expression, The validation of the teaching
method is therefore tentative.
Generalizing to the Ogden Head Start population under study, the researcher concludes from the findings that:
1.

A seven-week intensive language program of daily small group tutor-

ing sessions can produce significant improvement in verbal expression performance of Head Start children;
2. The medium of sto ry reading used to promote discriminative listening and active verbal participation through retelling , leads to greater va r iety of
vocabulary use and improved sentence structure;
3. Imaginative storytelling by Head Start chJldren may be encouraged by
a steady diet of high interest, well - illustrated storybooks in the r egular program;
4 . Specific , systematic instruction in acade mic content, whether it be
analyzing stories or experimenting with concrete materials, produces an inc r eased awareness and use of sequence skills;
5 . The language stimulation tutoring program herein described may be
recomm ended for use by Head Start teachers as one effective method of teaching
verbal expression skills and enabling their performance.
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Recommendations for Further Study
Several lines of investigalion for further study are suggested by the present research:
1.

The effect of physical activity on ve rbal expres sion performa nce;

2. A comparison of teaching methods using the same materials, e, g,
story reading with dramatization versus story reading for listening;
3. A comparison of materia l s applied by the same teaching method, e, g.
story reading with rol e playing versus using dres s - up clothes in dramatic play;
4.

The transfer of trai ning sequence skill s using manipula tive toys to

a sequencing task in storytelling;
5. Structure versus free play in furthering imagina t ive use of materials;
6 . Verbal expression performance by t he disadvantaged child along a continuum of settings: with parents at home , with peers at home , with pee rs in Head
Start, with adults in the classroom, and with a single adult alone;
7 . The use of puppet s in promoting verbal expr ession;
8. Group size in instruction in r elation to individual achievement;
9.

The effect of fl exibl e use of materials on problem solving .
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APPENDIX A
Rules Followed for Classification of Words and Sentences
A.

Rules for counting the number of words. a
1. Contractions of subject and predicate like "it's " and "we 're" are
counted as two words.
2. Contractions of the verb and the ne gative such as "can't" are counted
as one word.
3. Ea ch part of a verbal combination is counted as a separate word: "have
been playing" counted as three words.
4. Hyphenated and compound words are one word .
Additional rules for counting words and phrases. b
1. Counting words.
a . Singular or plural noun is counted as one word.
b. Partial word , if discernible in context, is counted one word.
C o Verb fonns: inflection, as "come" or "comes", counted as the
sa1ne wo rd ; tense ~ as "corrte" , "c ame" ~ ' 'co ming" ~ counted as separate words~
2 . Acti on Enum e ration.
a .. Single verb of ac tion, as "goes'', co unts onee
b. Verb phrase combining several verbs denoting action , as "goin'
to get dressed" , counts one .
c . Verb phrase with a dverb denoting the same action, as " gettin'
rea dy to s li de" , counts one.
d. Verbs combined by conjunction when each verb denotes action ,
as "go there and get for supper" , count two.
e. Verb "going" when used as future tense of a passive verb , as
"goin' see" , is not colmted o
f. An active verb expresses action or movement. Examples: "cry,
smile , shout , sit down " . A pa ssive verb expresses a state of being , with no
movement. Examples: "look, see , say, talk, is, have , want, wish, sit".
3. Sequence Count.
a. Each reference to sequence is counted , not each individual word
within that reference.
b. Repetitions of sequence reference within the same sentence are
not counted , as then~ then he went"o
B.
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C. Rules for dividing utterances. c
1. The remark is cons idered fini s hed if the child comes to a complete stop ,
either letting the voice fall , giving interrogatory or exclamatory inflection , or
indicating clearly that he does not intend to complete the sentence.
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2. When one simple sentence is immediately followed by another with no
pause for breath, they are considered one sentence if the second statement is
clearly subsidiary to the first.
D.

Classification of sentence structure. a
1. Incomplete sentences.
a. Fragmentary or incomprehensible.
b. Omitted verb, auxiliary, or participle.
c. Omitted subject, from main or subordinate clause .
d. Introductory "there" omitted.
e. Omitted pronoun other than subject of verb.
f. Omitted preposition.
g. Main clause incomplete.
h. Subordinate clause of complex sentence, or second clause of compound sentence incomplete. Example: "I know why."
i. Essentia l words present, but sentence loosely constructed because
of omission of conjunction, insertion or parenthetical clause, or changes i n form
halfway in sentence. Example: "We have -- my brother has a motorcycle. "
j. Omitted article.
k. Omitted object from main clause or prEpositional phrase .
1. Sentence left dangling.
m. Functionally complete but structurally incomplete. This includes
naming; expletives; and other r e marks, incomplete in themselves , which are
clearly a continuation of the preceding remark.
2 . Simple sentences.
a . Simple sentence without phrase or with phrase used as adjective
or adverb.
b. Simple sentence with two or more phrases, compound subject or
predicate.
3. Compound-complex sentences.
a. Compound sentence: two independent clauses.
b. Complex sentence: one main clause , one subordinate clause; or
compound-compl ex sentence combination.

a Adapted from Templin (1957) following Davis (1937) and McCarthy (1930).
bDevised for the present study.
c Adapted from T e mplin (1957) following Davis (1937 ).
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APPENDIX B
Bibliography of 14 Stories Used in Tutoring

Anderson , Paul S. 1963. Story Telling With the Flannel Board. Book One.
T. S. Denison and Company, Inc. , Minneapolis , Minnesota. The text of
"Chicken Licken",
Artists and Writers Guild, Inc. 1944. The Tall Book of Nursery Tales. Harper
and Row, Publishers , New York. Illustrations for "Chicken Licken".
Chicken Licken gathers some barnyard friends to tell the king that the
sky has fallen. The owl explains it was only an apple falling on his head.
Vocabulary: medium difficulty. Reading time: 4 minutes (8 pp.).
Balian, Lorna.

1965.

Humbug Witch.

Abingdon Press, Nashville, Tennessee.

The story is written in tongue-in-cheek humor about a little girl
who dresses up to be a witch but cannot hex her skeptical cat.
Vocabulary: difficult. Reading time: 5 minutes (27 pp. ).
Eastman, P. D. 1960. Are You My Mother ? Beginner Books , Inc., Random
House, New York.
A baby bird sea r ches for its mother. It meets a cat , a chicken,
a dog, a cow, an old car, a boat, an airplane, and a steam shovel,
mistaking each for the mother bird. Vocabulary: simpl e , repetitive.
Reading time: 5 minutes (61 pp. ).
Elkin, Benjamin. 1957. Six Foolish Fishermen.
Illinois.

Childrens Press, Chicago,

A small boy solves the problem of six fishermen who fear they
have lost a brother when each forgets to count himself among the six.
Vocabulary: simple, repetitive, use of prepositions. Reading time:
7 minutes (30 pp. ).
Erickson, Phoebe .
cago, Illinois.

1960. Just Follow Me .

Follett Publishing Company, Chi-

A little dog strays away from the barnyard and meets other animals near their homes while he looks for his way home . Vocabulary:
medium difficulty, repetitive. Reading time: 6 minutes (26 pp. ).
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Flack, Marjorie.

1932 . Ask Mr. Bear. The Mac m illa n Company, New York .

A boy asks various animals what to give hi s mothe r for her birthday . Mr . Bear has a fitting suggestion. Voca bulary: simple, repetitive . Reading time: 7 minutes (32 pp .).
Friskey, Marga r et. 1959 . Indian Two F eet and His Horse .
Chica go , Illinois.

Childrens Press ,

A boy ea rns the right to own a hors e by finding and caring for one.
Vocabula r y : simple . Reading time: 4 minutes (58 pp. ).
Guilfoile , Elizabeth. 1957. Nobody Listens to Andrew.
Com pany, Chicago, Illinois.

Follett Publishing

Andrew has trouble convincing hi s family there is really a bear
on hi s bed. Noone takes time to listen to him. Vocabulary: simple,
repetit ive . Rea ding time: 4 minutes (24 pp . ).
Keats , Ezra Jack.

1964. Whistle for Willie .

The Viking Press , New York.

Peter tries but cannot whistle for his dog, Willie. F inally, he
succeeds . Vocabulary: medium d ifficulty . Reading time: 4 minutes
(28 pp. ) .
Klugmann, Judith. 1962 . My Very First Story Book. " The Gingerbread Man" .
Doubleday and Company , Inc. , Garden City , New York.
This traditiona l nursery tale is enlivened with dialogue. Vocabulary: simple , repetitive . Reading time: 4 minutes (20 pp. ).
Krauss , Ruth .

1945 . The Carrot Seed. Ha rpe r and Brothers, New York.

A boy plants a carrot seed but is surrounded by doubters . The
carrot plant not only grows , it produces a giant ca rrot . Vocabulary:
simple , r e petitive. Reading ti m e: 3 minutes (24 pp. ).
Littledale, Freya . 1967 . The Magic Fish. Scholastic Book Se r vices, New York.
This s tory is a fa ble about an humble fi s herman and his greedy wife.
Vocabulary: m edium difficulty , repetitive. Rea ding time : 7 minutes
(45 pp. ).
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Parish, Peggy. 1962. Good Hunting, Little Indian. Young Scott Books , New
York.
A young hunter tries his luck at bringing home some meat
for dinner, with unexpected results. Vocabulary: medium difficulty. Reading time: 5 minutes (46 pp.) .

Sendak, Maurice. 1963. Where the Wild Things Are . Harper and Row, Publishers, New York.
A small boy's fantasies carry him from his room , where he
was sent for misbehaving, to an island inhabited by wild monsters.
Although they make him king of all wild things, he soon returns home
"where someone loves him best of all". Vocabulary: difficult.
Rea ding time: 4 minutes (37 pp. ).
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APPENDIX C
Photographs of Pretest and Posttest Testing Materials

1.

Photographs of pretest testing materials: sequence pictures for
Story I; standup figures and cardboard house for Story II
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2.
Photographs of posttest testing materials: sequence pictures for
Story I; standup figures and cardboard house for Story II

Story II
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APPENDIX E
Verbal Samples Representing Subjects' Performance in Story I and Story II,
with Resultant Scores on Ten Verbal Expression Criteria

1.

Experimental subject A, Story I:
~

Measures

~

A-that little boy s'lyin' on the skeet. An' lil' boy
not sittin' on his, he pullin' de string. That lil' boy not
settin' on, he's pullin' de string. That lil' boy puttin'
his glove on. 'N that lil' boy puttin' his boots on. An'
that lil' boy puttin' his globv on. Tha' all.

Total Vocabulary

56

59

Vocabulary of Use

21

31

Verbal Output

7

9

Posttest

Mean Length Response

8.0

6. 6

Lil' boy cried because his knee is bleeding. OK.
'N he comes running to Mama. 'N he said , "Mama, my
knee is bleeding. " Said that. An' da lil' boy begin to
ride (h)iE bike. An ' , an' he fell down an' hurt (h)is knee .
An' hi(s) Mama had to put a bandaid on. An' he begin to
ride (h)is bike.

Incomplete Sentences

6

2

Simple Sentences

1

5

Compound-complex
Sentences

0

2

Action Enumeration

5

9

12

11

1

1

Pretest

Noun Enumeration
Sequence Count

,...

""

2.

Control subject B , Story I:
Pre test
Has to be a name--, I don't know what. I don't
know. Boy's gettin' r eady t'ride his sleigh. He 's
putlin' his gloves on. First he's puttin' his boots on.
Then his coat. Then he t'go outs(ide). Then he gets
his sled 'n he goes out 'n rides it. (Th)en goes down
that hill .

Measures

~

~

Total Vocabulary

58

50

Vocabulary of Use

35

28

Verbal Output

9

8

Mean Length Response

6.4

6.3

Incomplete Sentences

4

2

Simple Sentences

4

6

Compound-complex
Sentences

1

0

Action Enumeration

8

9

Noun Enumeration

8

8

Sequence Count

6

4

Posttest
The boy fell. An ' he c ried . An' (h)e was ableeding. An' he , an' there's a log in the way. Then
he fell. Then he ran home . Then he mo-- , then his
mother put a bandaid on him. Then he went back an'
got his bike and rode it home.

....
"'"'

3. Experimental subject C, Story II:
~

~

He go in. I'm gon' take the fat pig in. He says,
"Hey, girl, come in an' tell me a story." She say "No,
you come out." An' he comes out and play with her little,
he baby. He--. Take him in. There's some horsies .
Oops. He say, "Come out, " an' he say, "I want you t'
come out 'n play w'the kitty cat." He come out. He
come out, play w'the kitty cat. There.

Total Vocabulary

79

178

Vocabulary of Use

38

71

Verbal Output

13

26

Mean Length Response

6. 1

Posttest

Incomplete Sentences

7

10

Simple Sentences

3

14

Compound-compl ex
Sentences

3

2

Action Enumeration

13

28

Noun Enumeration

9

24

Sequence Count

0

8

Pretest

Here's a big. I'm gon' count 'em: one, two
three, four, five, six. That dog was running away. The
little girl running after h(im) says, "Grandma , Grandma,
the dog's running away!" An' the Grandma come out. An'
then the, then the doggie runned fast but the Grandma
caught him. Took him in the house. And the little girl
got lost, so she running and she's lost far, far away. And
the kids running after. And then they couldn't find her, so
they called for their Grandma and she opened the door.
And she, and Grandma came out. The dog had t'stay in.
And then the Grandma and the sister went running after-?-.
They, they catched her. Put'n - ?- -?- -?- . The Grandma went in. An' then they both ran away. The sister
called the Grandma. She opened the door. The little
girl fell out. So -- came - - out. An' she had ta go find
the kids. She took 'em in. All of them went in. And
the -?- get the-?-, stand 'em up. 'N that was the end.

Measures

6.9

>-'

"'""

4. Control subject D, Story II:
Pretest

Measures

Total Vocabulary
Like that? Now he's bigger. He's bigger 'n--.
He's little 'n he bigger. No he, how can, how can they-?read(y) to go in th' house? Th'. This is a horse , but-- a
Vocabulary of Use
--he's little. No, no, he's be 'side. He big, 'n he's little.
Ow. That. How come they ain't ready to go in tbe house?
Verbal Output
They need to! Da door's shut. This is dat. Who's out
Mean Length Response
there? Yeah. Knocked on the door. Pig was goin' be 'side.
He was walk in then, looked at the horse. And--. Then he
was goin' be 'side to that house. 'N then the horse goin'
Incomplete Sentences
be 'side, the pig. 'N then he say, -- . Does he say "Ar-ar"?
N'den he say "Ar-ar". Now do you wan(t) me put this back?
Simple Sentences
Posttest
'Ma spread 'em all here. Now once on a lil' time dere
was a doggie runnin' to da boy. An' then da boy was standin'. This (h)as to be a boy. 'N den d'big boy wears a cowboy hat an' he wears a, a belt. 'Nen his sister belong to
read a book. Den da--what? What zis? That, this is a
Dad. Bu(t) he wearin' high heels. Den da Dad would belong,
go to da doctor. Den dis hor-r dat he would belong to wear
a belt. Now 'm go put 'em in here. Wait, wait, he don('t)
open th' door . Why'n we bring th' house o(ver) here. 'N
dat's where dat man lives. "Knock, knock." "Who is it?"
11
1t's _m e." 11 Well, open da door." ''I can't." "Push, push
da open." "OK." "Dere." 11 Knock, knock." "Who is it?"
"I(t's) me--big boy." "Open da door." "Can't." "De r e."
Now he belongs inside. "Knock, knock." "Who is it?"
"It's a lil' boy." "Come in." Go in th'--. "Ruff, ruff,
ruff, ruff." I need to put'm on - ?-. Dere.

~

~

136

182

56

77

27

39

5.0

4.7

19

22

6

15

Compound-complex
Sentences

2

2

Action Enumeration

5

11

10

22

7

10

Noun Enumeration
Sequence Count

,...

"'"'
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